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Abstract - Kinetic models for formation of CH2C1 branch units based
on headto head addition and the first order interruption of the
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Different kinetic models for bulk and suspension polymerization are
critically reviewed.
Particle formation in emulsion polymerization below and above CMC
is treated, due consideration being given to the desorption and
reabsorption of radicals.
The kinetics of emulsion polymerization is discussed in detail.
Desorption and reabsorption of radicals are discussed as well as the
possibility of termination in the aqueous phase. Steady and non
steady state treatments in seed polymerization are discussed.
Thermodynamic principles for the formation and stability of monomer
emulsions are treated. Initiation in monomer droplets with direct
formation of latex particles in the 0.2-1.5 pm range as well as
monodisperse particles in the 2-5 pm range are described.
Spontaneous emulsification with formation of relatively stable
monomer emulsions with different mixed emulsifier systems and sub-
sequent polymerization with initiation in the monomer droplets is
discussed.
Polymerization under conditions corresponding to sub-saturation
pressures can be achieved by addition of a low molecular weight, water
insoluble compound to the monomer phase.
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.

INTRODUCTION

The intention of the present paper is to review critically some of the more
recent investigations which have been published on the kinetics and mechanism
of vinyl chloride polymerization. Some earlier papers which have not
previously been subject to a critical examination are also included. Recent
methods and results of measurements of PVC structure have shred new light on
a number of experimental results which have previously not been clearly
understood or even misinterpreted.

Important contribution to new understanding of the kinetics and mechanism of
vinyl chloride polymerization have come from the recognition of the dominating
role oE short chain branches, i.e. CH2C1 groups in the PVC and that these
groups probably stem from a head to head addition (1) . The concept of head
to head addition has also founded the basis for a new mechanism for the
interruption of the polymer chain with a simultaneous formation of a small
radical. This reaction was formerly ascribed to a normal chain transfer to
monomer with the polymer radical acting as the acceptor of a chlorine or
hydrogen atom given off by the monomer, transferring the monomer to a
radical.

The present paper discusses the new explanation of "chain transfer to mononr"
which involves head to head addition followed by a splitting off of Cl. or H.
radicals and shows that this mechanism may be more in accordance with some of
the previously published results on the kinetics of vinyl chloride polymeri-
zation.
The paper further deals with the mechanism and kinetics of particle formation
in bulk, suspension, micro suspension and emulsion polymerization. In all
cases the main features of the PVC, namely the insolubility of polymer in the
monomer, the limited swelling of polymer by monomer and the interruption of
the growing chain by a first order reaction with respect to the radical with
a simultaneous formation of small active radicals play an important role in
the processes and is responsible for the fact that in the case of VC there
are so many similarities in the kinetics and mechanism of the different
polymerization processes.

1. CHAIN TRANSFER REACTIONS IN VINYL CHLORIDE POLYMERIZATION

In the discussion of the mechanism of vinyl chloride polymerization it has
generally been accepted that the main interruption reaction of the growing
polymer chain is first order with respect to the growing chain. This was
supposed to result from a chain transfer to monomer, the monomer acting as
donator. While Ayrey et al. (2) considered only abstraction of a chlorine
atom, Breitenbach et al. (3) took into consideration all three types of
radicals which could result from the transfer reactions, resulting in the
radicals •CH=CHC1, CH2=cCl or CH.2=CH.. Altliough it is recognised that the
growing radical in VC polymerization, -CH2--CHC1 is highly active and readily
transfers to a number of substances, it has been questioned whether the
reaction of polymer radicals with monomer creating the very reactive monomer
radicals shown above,, would be energetically feasible. Moreover NMR studies
of PVC have not revealed any unsaturated end. 'groups of the type CH2=CC1-CH2-
-CHC1-, CHC1=CH-CH2-CHC1-, CHC1=CH-CHCI-CH2--, or CH2=CH—CH2-CHC1- which
would result from chains started from the radicals given above. The more
recent assumption on the nature of the first order chain interruption stems
from the recognition of the importance of the head to head addition in the
radical polymerization of VC. The head to head addition was originally
suggested by Rigo et al. (1) as an explanation of the presence of a
relatively large number of CH2C1 groups in PVC. Rigo and other authors did
not originally combine this reaction with any polymer chain interruption
process. ,

.
.

The scheme suggested by Rigo went as follows:

(R') . k (B.)

-CH —CH + CH =CH pH -CH -CH-CH-CH (1)
2i 2i 2i 2

Cl Cl ClCl
(B•)

k1
(D)

-CH2--CH-CH--CH2• —CH2-CH-CH-CH2C1 (2)

ic!a
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The radicals B' and D' may add monomer and continue the polymerization:

k'
B' + CH2=CH -CH2-CH-CH-CH2-CH2-CH' (3)

Cl Cl Cl

D' + CH '=CH - - -CH -CH-CH-CH -CH' (4)2 21 2i
Cl Cl CH2C1 Cl

The experimental determination of CH2C1 groups was carried out by reduction
with LiA1H4 followed by IR measurements of the -CH3 content. The reorgani-'
zation of radical B- into D• was found probable from an energetic point of
view.
Rigo estimated that the value of an equilibrium constant for the reaction:

(B.) k (D•)

—CH —CH-CH-CH - —CH -CH-CH-CH Cl (5)
2i 2 k 21 2

ClCl -l Cl

would be about 110 at 50 0C.

The authors consider the reaction scheme (1-4) together with the "equilibrium"
(5) and derive an expression for the ratio of CH2C1 branch units to the
total monomer units in the polymer.
The final expression for the ratio of CH2C1 groups to total monomer units is:

z = (kp/kp)/(l+k/kj KeQ
(6)

where Keq = k1/k_1 = [D.J/[B.J. Introduction of Keqi which necessitates
that one has .a rapid established equilibrium between EBJ and rD'J radicals,
is obviously open to doubt. A necessary condition for this to be the case
is that k1 >> kjtMJ. Equation (6), which would seem to indicate that Z
should be independent of conversion, is claimed to be in accordance with
experimental evidence.

Quite recently Park et al. (4) have discussed several possible routes (1,5,6)
for the formation of CH2C1 branches and conclude that the kinetic evidence
supports the route of reactions (1-4) given by Rigo. Park applies steady
state equations for the different species involved, but contrary to Rigo
he does not consider the reaction B' —D' to be reversible.

d[B•J/dt =
kpHER•EM

- k1[BJ - k[B![M = 0 (7)

d[D'J/dt = k1[B.J k[D.J[MJ = 0 (8)

From (7) and (8) one obtains for the rate of CH2C1 formation:

klk HER JtMJ
rICH Cl' = k"[D'JEMJ = p

2 p k+k'IMJ1 p
=

kPHER.J/(l/[M]
+ k/k1) (9)

The number of chloro methyl groups per monomer unit, Z, is given by:

Z =
rCHC1/rP

=
(kpH/kp)/(l + tMJku/k) (10)

and accordingly

l/Z = kp/kpH
+ MkJkp/klkpH (11)
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Park finds that Z is independent of initiator concentration which is in
accordance with Eq. (10) . Park plotted l/Z as a function of [M . Although
there is considerable scatter, the data appear to support the mechanism of
Rigo (1) . The regression line drawn through the points has an intercept of
75 and a slope of 19 dm3 moi. From Eq. (11) these values would give:

kp/kpH
75 and k/k1 = 0.25 dm3 mol1, which means that there should be

about one head to head addition for every 75 propagation steps and that in a
4 molar monomer about half of the head to head additions would lead to
chloromethyl side chains.

The mechanism suggested by Abbs et al. (5) involves a rearrangement by
hydrogen transfer of an ordinary polymer radical formed by head to tail
addition:

. k
CH2-CH-CH2.-CH' Xap. CH2-CH-CH--CH2C1 (12)

Cl Cl Cl

It follows that in this case the value of l/Z would be:

l/z = k[M3/k (13)

Park's treatment is based upon the assumption that radical B' may rearrange
to radical D' and both radicals B. and D add monomer in the usual polymeri-
zation reaction. No other possible reactions of the two radicals like
splitting off of Cl or H' radicals with formation of double bounds, are
included, Park's assumption of values of k and k1 which are of the same
order of magnitude would involve that there should also be present in the
polymer a considerable number of -CHC1-CHC1- structures. Detection of such
groups by iodometry has been claimed (7), although as stated by Starnes et
al. (8), this interpretation has not been supported by 13C NMR spectra of
numerous PVC samples (5,9,10). Also it is pointed out (8) that rearrange-
ments of similar radicals as B' to structures of D. type are so fast that
it would seem to preclude the addition of monomer to the B' radical.
Assuming this to be the case the mechanism of Park would lead to:

l/z =
kp/kpH (14)

i.e. the degree of branching would be independent of the monomer concentration.
Lyngâs-Jørgensen (11) found 4 to 7x10'3 branches per monomer unit independent
of conversion, Carrega (12) 4 to 6x103 branches per unit for the conversion
range 0.08 to 0.86,which would indicate that the degree of branching was
relatively independent of monomer concentration. It should be pointed out,
however, that in bulk polymerization the monomer concentration at the
reaction center, the swollen polymer particle, is approximately constant
up to 77% conversion. Any noticeable contribution of splitting off of Cl'
and/or H. radicals from B' and D' radicals would lead to modifications in
the equation for rCH2C1 and Z.

A number of papers have applied 1H and 13C NMR studies in the studies of the
structure of PVC, especially for determination and characterization of
branches and of double bonds (5,8-10,12-14). in order to be identified by
NMR, however, the proposed structures must be present in sufficiently high
concentration (above 2%). However, it is known that unsaturated structures
in PVC are expected to be present in much lower concentrations. To overcome
this the investigations have sometimes been carried out on fractionated
samples containing an accumulated amount of low molecular weight material
where the fraction of end double bonds necessarily will be higher. Also
PFT.-NMR techniques have proved to give clearly observable signals of
unsaturated structures in PVC.

V

in some papers Caraculacu et al. (13,14) have described the determination of
structures of different PVC samples. They consider the head to head
addition to be the primary step in the scheme leading to the formation of
double bonds with splitting off of Cl' or H' radicals. They consider the
following possible schemes for the reaction of the very reactive radical
stemming from a head to head addition:

(B') k (D')
-CH -CH-CH-CH , 1 -CH -CH-CH-CH Cl (2)2i 2 2 2

C1C1 Cl
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(B•) k'
-CH -CH-CH-CH • + CH =CH ø CH -CH--CH--CH -CH -CH• (3)2 2 2i 2 2 2

dci Cl dci Cl
(D)

—CM -CH-CH-CH Cl + CH =CH 1? -CH —CH-CH-CH -CH (4)2 2 2i 2 2i
Cl Cl Cl CH2Cl Cl
(B)

k2
(F)

-CH2-CH-CH-CH2 -CH2--CH-CH=CH2 ÷ Cl' (15)

CIC1 Cl

(B') k3 (K)

-CH2-CH-CH--CH2
-- -CH2-CH-C=CH2 + H' (16)

ClCl C1C1

(D k4 (L)
-CH2-CH-CH-CH2 - -CH2-CH=CH-CH2C1 + Cl' (17)

Cl Cl

(D.). k5 (F)

—CH2-CH-CH-CH2C1 -CH2-H-CH=CH2 + Cl' (18)

Cl Cl

Caraculacu et al. (13) claim to have provided evidence for structures F and
K from PFT-NMR spectra, although ty seem to make the reservation that the
signals for F may be given by the CHC1 proton. Also they report the
presence of a structure —CH2-CH=CC1-CH2C1 which may have been formed by
rearrangement of structure K. On energetic grounds Caraculacu finds it
improbable that any chain transfer by reaction of R' with monomer will take
place, the R' radical acting as an acceptçr with formation of monomer
radicals like CH2=CH, CHC1=CH. and CH=CCl. This assumption is supported
by the lack of presence of end groups with the structure CH2=CH—CH2--CHC1-,
CHC1=CH-CH2--CHC1- or CH2=CC1-CH2-CHC1-

Apparently Caraculacu does not take into account the possibility that the
reaction of the monomer radical may take place through attack on the -CHC1
end of the monomer. For instance, structure F may formally be formed by a
mechanism starting out with transfer to monomer according to the scheme:

kf
-CH —CH' + CH =CH —ø -CH CHCl + CH =CH' (19)2i 2i 21 2

Cl Cl Cl

CH2=CH. + CH2CH CH2=CH-CH-CH2'
VC -.- F (20)

Cl Cl

Schwenk et al. (15) investigated bulk PVC extracted with methanol. The
molecular weight of the extracted polymer was 1500. They interpreted their
results to show that the molecule contained 0.5 units of structure (L) and
0.25 units of the structure -CHC1-CH=CH-CH2C1 (M). Contrary to the more
accepted hypothesis for formation of double bonds accompanied by chain
interruption, Schwenk assumes that the structures (L) and (M) result from
a head to tail, respectively tail to head structure by rearrangement of
ordinary radicals, followed by formation of double bonds by splitting off
Cl', respectively H' radicals which then initiate new chains.

A comprehensive discussion of the PVC structure has recently been given by
Starnes et al. (8). They accept the head to head addition as the primary
step and discuss the rates of possible subsequent reactions of this compound
by comparison with the rate of model reactions. They expect the reaction
B' —D' to be so fast that it is improbable that there would be any
noticeable polymerization of B' to give —CH2-CHC1-CHC1-CH2-CHC1- structures
in the polymer.

From considerations of the type of chain ends formed in the presence of
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cyclohexane, which is an effective chain transfer agent, they conclude that
Cl' radicals is formed by an intramolecular reaction during polymerization
and consider this to be the reaction D' —*'L given in Eq. (17). Also
Starnes et al. abandon the previous mechanisms of chain transfer to monomer.
Starnes and Caraculacu both consider the head to head addition to be the
primary step in the route leading to termination of the chain. While Starnes
limits the possibility of chain termination anddouble bond, formation to the

k1___ _____reaction B' D' — L + Cl', Caraculacu in addition includes a
series of possible reactions leading to chain termination, i.e.

k2 k k
k5B. - F+Cl', B. .. K+H., B' l D F+Cl'.

A complete set of steady state equations in accordance with the possible
reactions discussed by Caraculacu would be as follows:

d[B.]/dt =
kPHER•]EM]

- kEB.]EM] -
k1EB.]

-
k2EB.]

k3[B'J = 0 (21)

dtD':l/dt = k1EBJ
- kED.] [M] - k4[D'] -

k5[D.:1
= 0 (22)

From (21) and (22) one obtains:

[B':J
=

kp11ER] [MJ/(k1+k2+k3+k'EMJ) (23)

k1k ER' [MJ
ED.] = pH (24)

(k1+k2+k3+k' EM]) (k4+k5+k[M])

k"k1k H[R] [M]and r = - p p, ------ (25)
CH2C1

(k1+k2+k3+kfM]) (k4+k5+kjLMJ)

In order to arrive at an expression for and l/Z which is similar in

in form to the one obtained by Park, the condition

k[M] > k + k5 (26)

should be fulfilled. This leads to

k1k [R'][M]
r = (27)
CH2C k1+k2÷k3÷k[MJ

k +k k k'k EM]
l/Z = (1 + k + kk — (28)

1 pH lpH

The condition. (26) may probably be approximately correct in view of the fact
that there is a considerably higher number of CH2C1 groups than there are
double bonds in the polymer molecule.

The rate for formation of small radicals (Cl' + H) is given by:

r(Cl.+H) = (k2+k3)EB'] + (k4+k5)[D

k ER'J [M] k (k4+k= p (k+k + ) (29)
k1+k2+k3+kEMJ

2
k4+k5+k[M1

According to the previous accepted mechanism for chain transfer to monomer,
which assumed a reaction between R• and monomer to give a monomer radical,
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the rate of small radicals is given by:

rf = kf[R'J EMJ (30)

that is, a first order with respect to monomer concentration, while the new
scheme for "chain transfer" (Eq. (29)) would tend to give an order less than
uni'ty. A first order reaction with respect to monomer may, however, be
obtained from Eq. (29) if certain conditions. are fulfilled. Before consider-
ing these, it may be convenient to establish some qualitative relations
between various rate constants. As the formation of Cl. and H' radicals
leads to interruption of the growing chains, one must obviously have that
k1 > k2+k3 in order to obtain polymer chains with X in the range of 1000,

containing about 6 CH2C1 branch units per chain. For the same reasons,
k[M] > k4+k5.
Introducing the conditions

k (k +k
a) k >> k' tM and b) k +k >> 1

-
4 5

1 p 2 3
k"rM:

Eq. (29) reduces to

kHIR'J[MJ
r(Cl + H )

= (31)
l+k1/(k2+k3)

i.e. a first order reaction with respect to monomer concentration.

Formally, a first order may also be obtained if the condition k[M] <<k4+k5
is substituted for condition b) above. This would give the rate expression

r(Cl. + H') =
kPHrR.J LM1 (32)

As discussed above, however, the fact that the number of CH2C1 groups per
molecules is considerably higher than the number of double bonds means that
kj[MJ > k4+k5. Thus the condition leading to Eq. (32) is not realistic.

Another limiting case arises if it is assumed that radical B. immediately
isomerizes to give radical D., other possible reactions of B' being completely
negligible. This would seem to be consistent with the views of Starnes et al.
). In this case one obtains from Eq. (29):

k H[R.J[MJ
r = '- (33)Cl'

l+k[M/(k4+k5)

If now k[M3 >> k4+k5, Eq. (33) reduces to

r(Cl.) = kpH(k4+kS)[R.J/k (34)

i.e. the rate of formation of Cl' radicals is independent of monomer concen-
tration. This, however, is contradictory to experimental results which show
that the "chain transfer" is approximately proportional to the monomer
concentration. *
In conclusion, the experimental chain transfer constant should be determined
by Eq. (31), that is '

kf =

1

kpH (35)

+
k2+k

Starnes (95) has shown that his scheme may also lead to the conclusion that
the rate of "chain transfer" is first order in monomer if the splitting of.
of Cl (Eq 17) is an equilibrium reaction with a cage effect.
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2. BULK AND SUSPENSION POLYMERIZATION

2.1. Particle formation
Kuchanov and Bort (16) in a comprehensive discussion of bulk and suspension
polymerization of vinyl chloride list about 60 papers that have been
published on this subject prior to 1973. This large number reflects not
only the great interest in, and extensive practical use of PVC, but also that
the hetero-phasepolymerization of VC is a very complex process. The authors
list several characteristic features of the bulk polymerization ofVC, some
ofwhich are referred below.

The process is considered to take place in three stages. During the first
and third stage the reaction mixture consists of a single phase in which
polymerization conforms to the conventionalrelations of homogeneous
processes. During the second stage, two phases are present simultaneously.
In the first stage globular polymer particles are formed by precipitation
from the solution. This stage was considered completed at a conversion of
about 0.5%. According to Cotman et al. (17) at least 25xlO-1 particles/g
vc is formed during the very early stage of polymerization at 50 C. At a
conversionof a few tenths of a per cent this number drops to ca. 5xlOll/g VC,
independent of the initiator concentration. During the second (hetero-phase)
stage which lasts to about 77% conversion, a constant monomer concentration
in the growing particles is upheld by diffusion of monomer from the liquid
phase. Within the second stage, four typical ranges of conversion were
distinguished, up to 1%, llO%, 10-20% and 20-77%. In the first range the
polymer particles grow by aggregation of finer formations. Towards 1%
conversiona certain concentration and morphology of particles are established
which are then considered to remain unchanged during the process. According
to Bort et al. (18) the nurrther of particles increases from 5xl01° to 5xl011
per cm3 when the average rate of polymerization in the initial range is
increased from 2 to 200 mole/l sec. In the range of 1-10% conversion the
globular particles are characterized by stability against aggregation.
Between 10-20% conversion secondary structures form by coalescence. This
secondary structure formation seems to be complete at about 20% conversion.
The system now consists of a three-dimensional arrangement of loosely packed
globules which has lost its fluidity. In the third stage, above 77%
conversion, the monomer phase has disappeared and conventional homogeneous
polymerization takes place in the monomer swollen polymer phase.

A number of papers on the mechanism of particle formation and the morphology
of the polymer in dependence of various process parameters for both mass and
suspension polymerization have appeared during the last decade.
Boissel and Fischer (19) in a study of the nucleation phase of bulk poly-
merization found that PVC formed at the start of polymerization has a solu-
bility in its monomer less than l0%. This is significally lower than the.
values obtained by other authors (16,20) for samples of "normal" PVC
obtained after 70% conversion. The first particles (called granules) appear
at a conversion of approximately l0% and their number remains constant up
to a critical conversion Tc which depends on agitation and decreases when
the intensity of agitation increases. Hence under the experimental conditicns
employed, a value of T0 0.12% was observed with a peripherial agitation
speed of 0.7 m/sec, whereas with a speed of 2 m/sec Tc 0.05%. Above the
critical conversion a second nucleation seemed to take place. The authors
suggest that this observation may explain the main' differences between
formerly published (16,17,20,21) data, which were obtained in non—agitated
media, and their own results. In the absence of agitation the critical
conversion is likely to be very high. The number of granules was also found
to depend on the rate of formation of free radicals. In the region investi-
gated (Pi (0.2_200).l00 mol/dm3,sec, the following relationship was,
observed:

N = 2.7xl013 (pxl010) particles/dm3

where Pj is the rate of radical formation and the exponent varied as a
function of temperature (0) in accordance with the equation:

log (l-) = a+bO

It is seen that for any value of the number of particles formed decreases
with increasing temperature.

Behrens (22,23) found that the polymer chains formed in the early stages of
polymerization aggregate to nuclei of about 10 nm diameter, each nucleus
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. consisting of from 5—10 macromolecules. He notes that thisprocess is
independent of whether polymerization is carried out in bulk or suspension.
These nuclei grow uniformly to so called microglobules (primary particles) in
the size range of 0.1 - 0.3 tim.

.

According to Bort at al. (16,18,24,25) the monomer swollen microglobules are
the main loci of polymerization from between 6 to 10% conversion onwards.
Macroglobules with diameters of 1-2 pm are formed from the microglobules,
either by polymer growth or by aggre9atibn. These macroglobules further
agglomerate to form the final 100-150 im particles.

In an investigation of the suspension polymerization of VC, Tregan and
Bonnemayre (26) found that 0.1 pm inicroglobules existed at conversions below
1% and that macroglobules were formed above 5% conversion. They concluded
that the phenomena observed by Bort et al. in bulk polymerizationalso take..
place inside the droplets in the suspension process.

Zichy (27) studied the morphology of a polymerizing vinyl chloride droplet
suspended in water by means of a spinning drop apparatus. He observed that
the nascent polymer appeared as spherical particles in various stages of
aggregation and pointed out that i the absence of a repulsive force between
the primary particles, each Brownian collision should lead to coagulation.
Using Smoluchowsky's theory of diffusion controlled flocculation he calcu]ated
the expected average particle diameter at 2% conversion to be 10 pm, whereas
theobserved particlediameter was in the order of 0.1 pm. Zichy therefore
concluded that some repulsive force must exist in order to account for the
apparent lack of coagulation.

In some recent papers, Zichy and coworkers (28-30) studied the highly mono-
disperse and colloidally stable primary particles (radius 0.15 pm) formed
in the early stages of suspension polymerization. It was demonstrated that
the particles carried a negative charge and electrophoretic measurements
revealed zeta potentials of about -80 mV, corresponding to approximately 40
elementary charges per particle. The charges were attributed to ionized
hydrogen chloride formed by decomposition of vinyl chloride peroxides.
The presence of a negative charge on low conversion suspension PVC particles
has recently been comfirmed by Davidson and Witenhafer (31). Using dark field
optical microscopy on an unagitated polymerizing vinyl chloride droplet at
low conversion they found that the PVC grains (sub micron particles) inside
the droplet appeared to form regular arrays suggesting a stabilizing force
acting over long distances. The authors therefore assumed that the grains
were electrically charged since particles stabilized by entropic or
mechanical means would not be likely to exhibit this behaviour. The
assumption was verified by studying the motion of the particles in an
electric field. The authors also found that mass polymerized PVC particles
precipitated in the monomer became negatively charged at low conversions.
The charging species was assumed to be chloride ions producing by some
unknown dehydrohalogenation reaction.

Davidson and Witenhafer also investigated the effect of agitation conditions
on the morphology of the PVC inside the suspension droplets. At conversions
below 2%, stable micro-size aggomerates of PVC grains were formed both in
agitated and quiescent polymerizations. In the agitated system, these grains
coagulated between 2 and 4% conversion to give an irregular structure in the
interior of the droplet, while in quiescent systems they served as growth
centers for further polymerization to give final particles possessing a
uniform internal bead morphology. The authors note that the formation of
these stable growth centers appear to be unique to PVC.

Davidson and Witenhafer also investigated the structure and formation of the
pericellular membrane or skin which completely surrounds the polymerizing
droplet after 1-2% conversion. They assumed that this membrane served as a
barrier to the diffusion of the charging species out of the polymerizing
droplet.
Summing up, it seems fairly well established that the unusual stability of
the primary particles can be attributed to a negative surface charge,
probably due to Cl ions. Although the surface charge density of the PVC
particles is only about 1/100 th of that of a stable aqueous dispersion (30),
the countercharges will be very diffusely distributed and extend far from
the particle surface in a non—aqueous system. Therefore, as two equally
charged particles approach each other, electrostatic repulsion due to double
layer overlap will arise at far larger interparticle distances than in
aqueous systems. Another feature of low permittivity solvents is that
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minute surface charges are sufficient to produce appreciable potentials (32).

From the Gouy-Chapman theory (34) the characteristic thickness of the double
layer is equal to 1/K where

K (2e2NAcz2/ckT)½. Here e is the electron charge, NA is Avogadro's number,
c is the concentration of electrolyte, z' is the charge of the electrolyte
ions and c is the permittivity (equal to dielectric constant times the
permittivity of vacuum). In apolar solvents, only minute amounts of
dissociated salts can be dissolved. Therefore, K becomes very low and the
double layer very thick. Rance and Zichy (30) estimate that in vinyl
chloride, 1/K > 10 pm as compared to 1/K = 0.003 pm in a 10-2 molar 1:1
electrolyte solution.
The general expression for the repulsive energy, VR, which results from the
overlapping of the diffuse double layer, are very complex. Verwey and
Overbeek (33) have given solutions for various limiting cases. For low
potentials and low values of •a, where a is the particle radius,
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where R is the distance between the centers of the spheres, is the
surface potential and H = R—2a.
In non-aqueous systems the surface potential is usually equated to the
eectrokinetic (zeta) potential () and the expression for VR for very low
values of K may be written:

22
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The Van' der Waal.'s attraction at short distances of separation is given by:

V - A •a
A 12 H

where A is the Hamaker constant.
The total interaction energy is then given as

VT = VR + VA

Rance and Zichy made an approximate calculation of the total potential energy
as a function of interparticle distance for PVC particles in vinyl chloride
and compared the result to a similar calculation for polystyrene particles
in an aqueous solution of 10-2 molar 1:1 electrolyte. For both systems a
zeta potential of -80 mV and a particle radius of 0.15 pm were used. The
results are illustrated in Fig. 1. It is seen that the potential energy
maximum for the PVC/VC system are much lower than for the PS/H20 system,
reflecting the much lower permittivity of VC as compared to H20. However,
due to the far greater thickness of the electrical double layer in vinyl
chloride, the potential energy decays much less rapidly with increasing
interparticle distance than it does in aqueous solution.
The rate of slow flocculation relative to fast •(no electrostatic repulsion)
is usually expressed by Fuchs' stability ratio W,

W = 2a I exp (VT/kT)dR/R22a

Because of the slow decay of VT with R, W may have a considerable value even
in a non—aqueous system. An interesting feature with such a system is also
that W may be decreased with increasing particle concentration because the
particles already have surmounted a part of the energy barrier at their,
largest distance of separation (integration limit less than co)
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Fig. 1. Diagram of total potential energy (VT) against distance
of particle separation (H0) for spherical particles of radius
0.15 im and potential —80 mV. (A) PVC particles in VCM, (B)
polystyrene particles in 10-2 mol/dm3 1:1 electrolyte solution.
Reproduced from Rance, D.G. and Zichy, E.L., Polymer 20, 268
(1979) by permission of the publishers, IPC Business Press Ltd.
(C).

2.2. Kinetics of polymerization
There has in the past been presented a vast number of papers on the kinetics
of radical polymerization of vinyl chloride in bulk and suspension, and
different mechanistic models have been advanced in order to describe the
experimental results. Thesepapers have been described in detail in previous
review papers (16,35,36) and are only referred to in cases where they are
relevant to the discussion of more recent models.

The models which more recently have most often been applied in the discussior
of the bulk and suspension polymerization are the models of Talamini et al.
(37,38), Ugelstad et al. (35,36,39), Kuchanov and Bort (16) and Olaj (40,41).
The present paper gives a short summary of these models with reference to
more recent applications and modifications. Also a model which involves a
more drastic difference in view on the mechanism of the reaction is discuss1.
The main feature of the models presented by the above mentioned authors is
the assumption that the reaction takes place in two phases, the liquid phase,
consisting of practically pure monomer (denoted the L phase) and the polymer
phase consisting of polymer particles swollen with monomer (denoted P phase)
The P phase has a constant composition up to about 77% conversion where the
L phase disappears as a separate phase. Kinetically we therefore have three
main stages. Up to a conversion which is < 1% we have a homogeneous reaction.
From the point where polymer precipitates and tO about 77% conversion we have
a heterogeneous system and from then on we have a homogeneous system of
polymer particles swollen with monomer with a declining concentration of
monomer as the reaction proceeds. The general expression for the rate of
polymerization is:

d (ML+Mp)
-dM/dt = = k (EMJ [R V + EMJtR1 V ) (36)

dt p L LL PP

where ML and M, respectively RL and R are the number of moles of monomer
and radicals in the two phases, and VL and V are the volumes of the two
phases.

p

= iLiP = 2kEI:LVL + 2ktIpVp = 2ktLERJVL + 2ktptRJVp (37)

H0 (nm)
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where p. is the rate of radical formation, ktL and ktp are the termination
constant in the two phases. It is assumed that the production of radicals
may take place in both phases. For the sake of simplicity, the effectivity
factor is set equal to unity.

The model which differs most from the others is the one given by Talamini
et al. It states that the reaction takes place in the two phases but does
not take into consideration any radical transfer between the two phases.
Radicals are formed in the L phase and terminates there. In the same way,
radicals formed in the P phase terminate there. Polymer is only transferred
from the L phase to the P phase as dead molecules or aggregates of dead
molecules. In the discussion of this model andthe subsequent ones, one
point should be made clear. When a molecule is formed in the L phase it
will polymerize rapidly and at a certain stage precipitate as a coiled
radical of say 20 monomer units. It is a question of terminology whether we
will consider this single molecule as a particle or still consider it as a
dissolved molecule. In the treatment of Talamini we still consider it as a
single radical which may terminate in the L phase by reaction with a radical
in a dissolved state or by collision with another single precipitated radical.
This latter process will take place with a rate given by l61rDr[RorJNA.
The term l6lrDrNA is of the same order of magnitude as the bimoleuIar
termination constant, ktL. The important point, is that radicals will' be
absorbed in the polymer phase, but only after having terminated in the L
phase by a bimolecular process. Talamini furthermore assumes that the
distribution coefficient for the initiator between the two phases is equal to
unity. Accordingly we have that the ratio of radical concentrations in the
two phases is given by:

rR:/[R L = (ktL/ktp) ½ = (38)

and accordingly for the rate of reaction:

—dM/dt = kp(ki[I]L/ktL)½ (ML + QM) (39)

In terms of conversion C:

dC/dt = (k[i L/ktL) ½ k (l-C-AC+QAC) (40)

where A is the weight ratio of monomer to polymer in the particle.
Talamini finds that with a value of Q " 15, Eq. (40) describes well a series
of bulk and suspension polymerization experiments up to quite high conversias.

The model of Talamini has been further developed and refined by Abdel—Alim
and Hamielec (42,43). They take into account the change in volume:

V = .V(l—BC)- (41)

where B = (d -
dm)Idp

This relation was also used to calculate conversion from dilatometric
measurements. It should be noted that Eq. (41) involves that there is no
change in volume by mixing. Abdel—Alim also takes into account the decrease
in initiator with time. Also the authors include in their model Interval III
where one has a homogeneous reaction in the polymer particles. The value of
ktp is expected to decrease in this region and the value of k0(k/kp)½ is
set proportional to (1-C) in this upper region, the proportioia1ity factor
is adjusted to fit the experimental results. The authors have found that
their model most accurately describes the kinetics of bulk polymerization of
vinyl chloride to high conversions with a number of different initiators.

The model given by Ugelstad etal. (36,39) also assumes production of radicals
in both phases. However, quite contrary to the model by Talamini it is
assumed that there is a rapid established equilibrium distribution of radicals
between the L and P phase so that we have:

fRlp/LR1L =k/kd = Q (42)
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Combining Eqs. (36) , (37) and (42) gives for the rate of reaction:

-dM/dt = i:ii (VLktL+Q2Vpktpfl ½

kp(ML+QMP)
(43)

where

k11 = k1 [i LVL + k [i] (44)

In terms of conversion:

dC/dt = lh/(\LctL + Q2Vpktp)J½ k(1-C-AC+QAC)
(45)

Assuming that the volumes of thepolymer phase is additive and expressing
VL and VP by V°, one obtain:

1— k.I
dC/dt = I— — k (l-C-AC+QAC) (46)

LV°l..r_AC\i +(7+(,z1 /1 "2Ck 1 PI tL ' 'm'p'' tp-
Again it should be stressed that it is formally of no importance whether k L
represents a bimolecular termination in the L phase between soluble radica's,
between a soluble and a precipitated radical or a flocculation with rapid
termination between two precipitated radicals in the L phase. One could
also take into account that the absorption may involve dissolved and single
precipitated radicals in the L phase.
The average absorption constant (ka) in the absorption term ka[R]L may then
be written:

k =(k ERJ + k [RJ )/[R] (47)a as Ls aprec Lprec. L

In the discussion of Eq. (46) Ugelstad applied a value of ktL = 5x109 dm3/mole
se and a value of ktp, based upon results of emulsion polymerization, of
100 dm3/mol sec. The value of Q which gave the best fit to the experimental
curves was found to be ca. 200, but the fit was rather insensitive to the
value of Q if it was increased beyond this value. The conclusion drawn by
Ugelstad was that even at low conversion the termination takes place mainly
in the polymer particles: at 5% conversion, 98% of the total termination and
85% of the conversion takes place in the particles. The contribution of
these reactions in the particles will increase with increasing value of Q.
Ugelstad claimed that his model would explain the experimental fact that
addition of a chain transfer agent like CBr4 increases the initial rate but
at the same time leads to disappearance of the auto acceleration. The
addition of CBr4 leads to a decrease in the ratio of ka/kdc = Q, and it is
easily seen that this should have the above effects. Also the model may
explain that precipitation leads to a decrease in rate, which has been
observed experimentally in precipitating solvents (44,45). These experimental
results, which have been obtained by dilatometric measurements, have been
criticized by Bort (46) who suggests that the apparent drop in rate is caused
by the precipitation process which is accompanied by a volume increase. Bort
claims to have shown that such an increase takes place by comparing the
volume of a diluted solution of PVC in THF with the volume of the same amount
of PVC and THF before dissolution. Also he claims that if the reaction is
followed thermometrically, there is no reduction in the rate at the point of
phase separation. The desorption of radicals from the particles obviously
will be restricted to small radicals stemming from the chain transfer process
which will desorb at a steadily slower rate as they grow in size. Setting
the rate of desorption equal to kdc[R]D does not involve the assumption that
all radicals in the particles may desorb, but rather that the number of such
radicals is proportional to the total concentration of radicals, and further
that an average value for kdc may be applied for those radicals that are
able to desorb. The low value of kdc as compared to ka reflects the fact
that only a fraction of relatively small radicals formed by chain transfer
to monomer may desorb. They will do so with decreasing rate as they grow.
The critisism brought forward by Kuchanov and Bort, namely that Ugelstad's
model should involve that all radicals may desorb, is incorrect. So is the
critisism presented by Abdel-Alim and Hamielec who claim that the value of
kdc most certainly is too low to have any influence on the radical concen-
tration. As stated in a previous paper (36), this calculation was based upon
the assumption that the effective diffusion constant governing desorption of

PAAC 53:2 - B
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radicals from the particles would be the same as that found in emulsion
polymerization. Obviously it will be higher, because the solubility of the
organic radicals in the L phase will be more favourable than is the case in
emulsion polymerization with water as the continuous phase. It is probable
that the value of Q will not be constant as the reaction proceeds.
However, it will be obvious from Eq. (46) that already from low conversion
on the absolute value of Q, if high, loses its significance. The reaction
will take place completely in the P phase, the rate being:

dC/dt = E - kI
- A k (48)

(A+ (dm/dp) ) ktp

A comprehensive study of the kinetics of bulk and suspension polymerization
has been given by Kuchanov and Bort (16). In their discussion of the
kinetics of the polymerization they are extremely careful in taking into
account the changes in volume which take place when one goes from homogeneous
to heterogeneous systems and claim that several authors using a dilatometric
method for following the reaction have drawn wrong conclusions as to the
apparent abrupt change in rate as precipitation takes place.

Kuchanov and Bort also consider that the reaction takes place in two phases.
The volumes of the two phases are given by:

VL=.vLML+vLPL, (49)

where v and v are partial molare volumes of monomer in the L and P phase
respectively, v and v are partial molar volume per monomer unit of reacted
monomer in the two phases, ML and M are number of moles of unreacted monoiter,
1. and P number of moles of monomer already converted to polymer in the two
phases. Up to 77% conversion the fraction of polymer U should remain
constant in the two phases:

UL = PL/(ML + and U = P/(M + P) (50)

In the dilatometric formula which relates the volumetric variations of the
polymerized product to conversion, the value v = (tipvpULvL)/(UpUL) should
be substituted in place of the ratLo o.f monomer and polymer density. and

Vp are the ratios of the partial molar volumes of polymer and monomer in the
L phase and P phase, respectively.

The rate of reaction is given by:

d( +M) d(P+P)
- dt - dt p LRL PP

1-U 1-U
— L rio rMT riO 52LJL — l+UL(VL1) L.i ' Up —

ItJ(v-1Y U

Bearing in mind that UL. << 1 we get:

dC/dt = (RL + R) (53)

This equation is claimed to take care of the volume change accompanying the
formation of a polymer phase in a correct way.

The main difference between the model of Kuchanov and Bort and that of
Ugelstad lies in the derivation of RL and Rp. Kuchanov does not accept any
equilibrium distribution of radicals between the phases. He furthermore
assumes that the ç3esorption of radicals can be completely neglected and
accordingly gets tne steady state equations for the radicals in the two
phases:

dRL/dt = iL - 2ktLR/VL -
kaRL/VL (54)
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dR/dt = p1 - 2ktpR/Vp + kRL,/VL (55)

where the absorption constant ka is given by

k
4irDLrPN (56)

From Eqs. (54) and (55) one obtains:

= (P1L/ktL)
1+(1+F2VL)

(57)

V 2p.
½

R = ç (P1
1+(1+F2VL)

(58)

where

F = @j]L)/2LrPN (59)

(The expressions for R and R given in the English translation of the paper
is incorrect.)

On the basis of the Eqs. (49-59) Kuchanov calculates the rate of reaction and
conversion as a functio.n of time. The values of ktp and DL were found -from
comparison of the theoretical values of dC/dt with experimental results for
a wide range of different polymerization conditions. Values of DL of ca.
io5 dm2/sec, and of ktL/ktp of about 250 is said to be in accordance with
experimental results up to 10% conversion. The value of kti/ktp ' 250
corresponds to a value of -kp ' io dm3/mol sec, while- Ugelstaa found a
value of ktp = l0 dm3/moi sec. From 20-77% conversion when the polymerized
product is -a continuous porous unit, the expression for interphase flow
cannot be described by a- simple equation. As is the case with the model of
Ugelstad, however, this will only lead to a very slight error in the calcu-
lation as at such high conversions the whole reaction takes place in the
polymer particles. -

Kuchanov and Bort find that the P phase is the main locus for polymerization
already at low conversion (< 10%), and that up to about 30% conversion, the
chain growth in the particles takes place mainly on radicals which have
entered the particles from the monomer phase. They also make an estimate of
the rate of diffusion- of radicals out of the particles compared tQ the rat
of termination in the particles. For a particle irnber of 2.8xl04 per dxi
and with a rather arbitrarily chosen value of dm2/sec: for the effective
diffu-sion constant, they conclude that the loss of radicals by transport out
of the particles may be neglected compared to the loss by termination. It
will appear that the treatment of Kuchanov and Bort is rather-similar to the
one suggested by Ugelstad. The assumption of a considerable effect of
radical desorption in- the Ugelstad model may well be true at start when there
is a great number of particles. Also the Ugelstad model proclaims that the
desorption of radicals loses its significanaeat conversions above 10%.

In some recent papers Olaj (40,41) has discussed the kinetics of bulk
polymerization. Olaj definitely takes into account the formation of precipi-
tated radicals. Radicals are formed in both phases. Radicals fo-rmed in the
monomer rich- phase will add-monomer and form precipitated radicals before any
noticeable termination takes place. At start these precipitated radicals
will flocculate to - form particles. However, Olaj considers only the case
where so many particles have been formed that the precipitated radicals will
absorb preferentially in these. Thus he neglects termination of dissolved
radicals, which may be justified. He also neglects absorption of dissolved -
radicals and most important he neglects pairwise termination by flocculation
of precipitated radicals with themselves, which seem to be doubtful in the
start of reaction.
Olaj applies the following steady state expressions:

dR /dt = p. - k R = 0 (60)prec iL aprec prec
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dRL,/dt = Pip + kaprec Rprec _ kpER VP 0 (61)

and arrives at the following expression:

dC 2kt±J mdm k[IJ dm t ½

.t =
kaprec kp(m_C

+ k(k •.-TC) (62)

where m and are volume fractions of monomer and polymer in the P phase
and is the o1ume fraction at the site of reaction in the L phase.

Olaj concludes that even at low conversion the last termwill be the
dominant one. This term is the same as the expression which results from
the Ugelstad model from low conversion on. Olaj states that both models
lead to expressions of the form:rate = a+b.C¾. In the Ugelstad expression
the term a is proportional to i½ while in Olaj's model a should vary with I.
Olaj findes that the intercept of dC/dt versus bC½ is proportional to 0.67,
indicating that the truth lies somewhere between the two assumptions.

Boissel and Fischer (19) investigated the kinetics of bulk polymerization at
very low conversion in stirred systems. They found that conversion could be
expressed as:

C = K.tL5
The finding of an order with respect to time that is larger than unity
already at such low conversions (' 0.1%) seems to indicate an autocatalytic
reaction from very low conversions on (almost from start). Olaj's model,
and even more so the models of Tigelstad and of Kuchanov would predict a
linearity with time at such low conversions. The value of K varies with the
critical concentration and with temperature. The latter variation correspor1s
to an activation, energy of 30 kcal/mole. At a constant temperature, log K
versus log Pj was found to give a straight line with a slope of unity,
indicating a first order with respect to initiator. Thus the results seem
to support the expression of Olaj for the low conversion case.
A number of recent papers have described experimental results of bulk and
suspension polymerization. Most of them have applied one of the mechanisms
discussed above for the discussion of the experimental results, although
with some modifications, one has given a completely different mechanism.

Bulle et al. (47) investigated the kinetics of suspension polymerization of
vinyl chloride with a number of initiators and mixtures of initiators.
They compare their experimental results with kinetic models, one of which
is similar to the one of Talamirii, with no exchange of radicals between the
particles, the other similar to the one by Bort, taking into account diffu-
sion of radicals from the L phase to the P phase.. They find that both models
give a reasonable agreement with the experimental results, with a slight
preference for the Bort model.

Modified models both assuming reaction in two phases and including transport
of radicals between the phases have recently been suggested by Thiele et al.
(48) and by Kafarov et al. (49). Ray et al. (50) have considerd a different
model. They claim that primary polymer particles of about 1 pm, which are
formed at low conversion, swell to such a low degree that one may neglect
polymerization inside these particles. The reaction takes place in the
monomer phase and, as the conversion increases, to. an increasing degree in
the monomer phase in the pores of the polymer bead formed by coalescence of
the primary particles. It is claimed that the autocatalytic effect stems
from a decrease in the value of the diffusion controlled termination
constant in the pores. To the present. authors the assumption of non-swelling
primary particles seems doubtful. Also it seems unclear why the termination
constant in the pores should decrease, as the reaction zone according to Ray
is also in the second stage a pure monomer phase, although present in pores.
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3. ORDINARY EMULSION POLYMERIZATION

3.1. Particle formation

3.1.1. Below CMC. Below CMC one will have so-called homogeneous particle
formation which implies that the particle formation takes place by precipi-
tation in the aqueous phase. In the case of VC, polymerization without
emulsifier is easily carried out and leads to higly monodisperse latexes
(51)

Fitch and Tsai (52) have suggested a general mechanism for homogeneous
particle formation. In their model it is assumed that each growing radical
initiated in the continuous phase formes a fresh polymer particle if it
reaches some treshold degree of polymerization before being captured by
preexisting polymer particles. The quantitative theory they have developed
based upon this model has been critisized by a number of authors (53-55).

Hansen and Ugelstad (55-57) recently described in detail a model where one
applies a steady state for all types of radicals up to the critical chain
length and take into account the different factors which will influence the
capture of each type of radical by the particles. A similar appràach with
steady state equations have also been applied by Barret (53).

In the previous model no desorption of radicals was included. If this is
taken intb account and one moreover distinguishes between active particles
containing one radical (N1), and particles with no radicals (N0), the steady
state equations for the different radicals in the aqueous phase may be
written:

dER1i,/dt = Pipi[Ri:wEM:w
-

ktwIERIWtRJW
-

kai1[RiJwN1
- kai0jiN0 = 0 (63)

d E1w/dt = kdNlpMtcwtMwtwMtcwtwaMl [cwN1
- kM[RMIN = 0 (64)

Ml'/dt =
kpMLJw EM3wpERM11w [MJ wtw ERN]TJwtR1

-
kaMllERMl]Nl

-
kaM1OERM1JNO

= 0 (65)

dERjJ/dt = k1 ER1IwEM wkptRi iJwJwwijiJ wtRj w

- kaillERilwNl_kailoRiJWNo = 0 (66)

dERiJw/dt = kptRij_wLM:w _ERiwpEw + ktw[Rw

+k.N +k..N)=O (67)aijl 1 aijo 0

drRw/dt
=

+ kaMjlNl + kaMjoNo) = 0 (68)

where R1 and RM are the radicals produced from the initiator and by chain
transfer respectively, R.. and RM. radicals of chain length j originating
from the initiator and ti chain 3transfer reaction respectively, rRW is
the total concentration of radicals in the aqueous phase, kaijl and kaijo

the absorption coefficient of radical of chain length j originaUrta from an
initiator radical in an active particle and in an unactive particle respec—
tively, kaMjl and kaMjo are the corresponding values for the radicals

stemming from the monomer radical formed by chain transfer (which in the
case of VC possibly is a Cl' radical).
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In the equations above we have made the simplification that all termination
constants and propagation constants, except for the R1 and the RM radicals,
have the same value. Note that we have here explicitly expressed that the
rate of radical absorption is proportional to N.

The rate of particle formation is given by:

dN/dt = kp[MJw(ERij. Mcr
(69)

The rate of formation of N1 particles is given by:

icr Mcr1
dN1/dt = dN/dt + N0 E kJRi] w N0 E kaMjoERJw

icr iscr
J—l

N1.E1 kaijltRij]w_Ni 'E kaMjoE•RNjJw - kdNl (70)

Rate of formation of N0 particles is obviously:

dN0/dt = dN/dt -
dN1/dt

The total rate of particle growth, dV/dt1 is given by:

dV/dt = (kp/NA)mpmp (dm/dp)N1+V' (dN/dt) (71)

The last term in Eq. (71) gives the volume increase caused by the precipi-
tation of particles. From VP one gets r, needed for the value of ka.
In the expression for dV/dt we do not differentiate between N0 and N
particles as the particls rapidly change from being an active to inactive
and vice versa.
By expressing R by R_1,Eqs. (64-69) give the following equation for the
rate of particle formation:

dN/dt=—.-. - -
A icr k [RI k..N k..N

{l+ ' + aijl 1 + aijo 0}
j=1 ktMJ kptMJw kEMJ

kdNl 1
(72).

B Mcr k [RJ k .N k .N
II

{l+ tw w + aMjl 1 + aMjo 0}
j=l kPLMJW k;lMJw kPLMJW

where A = l+ktwi ERJjk1 rM waI1111'p1 [MJ w+kaioNopitM w
(73)

and B = l+ktMER]/kpMLMJ waMlNl'kpM1M1 w aMoNopMtMI w

The expression given in Eq. (72) differs from the expression for particle
formation in previous papers by the additional second term with particle
formation due to desorbed radicals.
For the further discussion of Eq. (72) one will have to follow the same lines
as in the previous paper by Hansen and Ugelstad (55). The value kaj was set
equal to 47rDr (which represents the case of irreversible absorption)
multiplied with an effectivity factor which was made up of the electrostatic
repulsion and the reversibility factor. The latter took into account that
the radicals which were absorbed might desorb again, this would be more
probable to happen the lower the value of j. In the discussion of the
influence of the reversibility factor it was also taken into account that
radicals of any chain length may be mor,e readily trapped in particles
containing a radical than in particles not containing a radical, i.e.
k. >k
ajl ajo
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The reversibility factor (as well as the electrostaticrepulsion) would be
expected to have the largest influence on the absorption of the charged.
radicals. The uncharged radicals formed by chain transfer have a higher
tendency to be irreversibly absorbed. This would tend to diminish the
importance of the secondterm. On the other hand we would expect that
might be considerably lower for these uncharged radicals. In any case
the effect of chain transfer would be to increase the number of particles
formed. One possibility of particle formation has been neglected in the
above discussion, namely the one that may result from a termination by
coupling of radicals, each of which has a chain length below cr but which
by coupling reaches a sufficient chain length to precipitate. Such a
particle formation mechanism has been included in a recent study by Arai et
al. (54) in discussion of particle formation in the case of methyl iaetha-
crylate. Particle formation by this process might seem to be more likely to
take place with this monomer than with VC.

Eq. (72) does not take into account any flocculation of particles which most
certainly will be of importance if one work with no or very little emulsifier.
This is evident from the fact that in the presence of emulsifier, one has a
marked increase in the number of particles formed even below CMC.
Especially with VC one often experiences that there is no drastic change in
the slope of the curve of log (particle number) as a function of log (emulsi—
fier concentration) at the CMC (58). The flocculation is clearly evident in
experiments with .VC without emulsifier from the effect of ionic strength on
the number of particles formed (51).

3.1.2. Particle formation above CMC. The formation of particles above CMC
may possibly be treated in the same was as done by Nomura et al. (59) for
VAc. They applied a non steady treatment. Quite recently Hansen and
Ugelstad (60) have applied a very simplified steady state treatment in order
to reveal the most significant features of the effect of radical desorption
on particle formation.
The rate of particle formation was expressed as:

6N rx
dN/dt = M M

(74)

NMr+Nrx
where NM and rM are the number and radius of micelles, N and ras before the
number and radius of particles, x is the order of absorption ite with
respect to radius1which in the present very approximative treatment is
assumed to be the same for particles and micelles. The efficiency factor
for absorption in a micelle relative to a particle of the same size, S, is
assumed to be independent of the type of particle.

In Interval I where the particles are very small the rate of termination will
usually be much faster than the initiation and desorption. The value of n is
in this case when < 0.5 given by (61,62):

Pi1ca)2 + Pi/2d - pi"21d (75)

which in the case of VC where n << 0.5 reduces to:

(pi/2cd)½ (76)

The total absorption rate of radicals is given by

PA = + kdN (77)

From Eqs. (74) and (77):

rfl-l
dN/dt = + kdnN) J+ L.(E)J (78)

In the case of VC the value of kd may probably be expressed as:
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kd = k kf/k (79)

where kdm is the desorption constant for the monomer radicals, kf the
"transfer" constant and kthe propagation constant for the radical formed
by the chain transfer.
The value of käm is given by:

3DDk
(aDp+Dw)r

=
3Dm/rp2.

(80)

where and Dw are diffusion constants in the polymer particles and in the
aqueous phase respectively, a is the distribution coefficient for the monomer
radical between the particle and water, Dm may be defined as the effective
dissociation constant for the monomer radical.
The increase in volume VP is given by:

kp4m dm dN
dV/dt = N -(lcI )

(.)nN +
vM. (81)

A m p

where vM is the micelle volume. The last term will usually be negligible.
The value of rp calculated from the value of Vp and N at any instant is:

r = (3V/47r)½ (82)

The particle area A is obtained from rp and and the number of micelles
is then found from he equation:

NM = NMO(l-AP/aSSO)
(83)

where NM0 is number micelles, S0 concentration of micellar emulsifier
at start. Furthermore one has for the case that the specific area of the
emulsifier a has the same value on a particle as in a micelle:

4ffrNMO = a5S0 (84)

Values for for VC (63) and styrene (56) were calculated from experimental
results of emulsion polymerization with the monomer. The details of the.
procedure of calculation of N and the value of the other parameters are
given in the original paper.
The calculations show that the order with respect to Pi and S0 for styrene
is close to the ones predicted by the Smith-Ewart theory, namely 0.4 and
0.6, respectively.
In the case of VC, the calculated orders with respect to and S0 are zero
and unity, respectively, which are in accordance with experimental results.
Also the value of N is much higher in the case of VC than for styrene.
This deviation from the Smith-Ewart theory in the case of VC is caused by the
higher value of Dm. Desorbed radicals will take part in particle formation
which will increase the particle number. At the same time this will lead to
that the order with respect to Pj will decrease. The 9sults indicated that
the value for for VC is very low, in the order of l0

It is interesting to note that the above simplified steady state treatment
leads to that the sum of the orders of N with respect to P and S0 is always
equal to one, so that

N S (85)

where 0.6 < z < 1

The value of z increases with increasing desorption. Eq. (85) was first
obtained by Nomura et al. (59) from a non steady state treatment of the
particle formation process.
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3.2. Kinetics and mechanism

In the present paper, attention will be focused on some specific points in
the kinetics of emulsion polymerization which are essential in connection
with the emulsion polymerization of VC. In the case of VC under ordinary
polymerization conditions the average number of radicals per particle, n, is
usually less than 0.5 due to desorption and reabsorption of radicals formed
by "chain transfer". Considering only particles with zero (N0), one (N1) and
two (N2) radicals and assuming that N0 >> N1 >> N2, that the water phase
termination might be neglected and that N1/N, the following expression
for was derived (58,64):

flPj (86)
tp d

where p is the rate of radical production in the aqueous phase, V the total
volume of the particles and N the number of particles per unit volume of
water, ktp is the termination constant in the particles and kd the desorption
constant. Molecular units are applied in Eq. (86) and subsequent equations
in this chapter. The rate of desorption of radicals from a particle with n
radicals was set equal to nkd.

Assuming that only monomer radicals formed by chain transfer are able to
desorb, it was shown that one had to distinguish between two cases (60). If
the monomer radicals which are desorbed become reabsorbed in another particle
before adding any monomer in the aqueous phase, kd may be expressed by:

kf EM1

kd=kdmLMJ_+flk (87)

This expression was also derived by Harada et al. (62) and Nomura et al. (65).
In case the monomer radicals add at least one monomer unit in the aqueous
phase before reentering another particle,

kf LM
d —

dm
kpiLM:w+ kdm

Experimental results obtained with VC seem to indicate that the value of kd
is given by (58):

kf
kd = k -- (89)

pM

In the above expression kdm is the desorption constant for monomer radicals,
kf is the rate constant for chain transfer to monomer, kOMthe propagation
rate constant for the monomer radical. It should be kept in mind that in
case of vinyl chloride the monomer radical may be a Cl radical and the chain
transfer constant a constant given by Eq. (35). This does not change the
mathematical treatment.
From Eq. (80) the value of kdm is given by:

k = 3DpDw
dm

(aDp+Dw)rp2

where. Dp and D are the diffusion coefficients for the monomer radical in the
polymer partices and the aqueous phase respectively, rp is the particle
radius and a is the distribution coefficient for the monomer radical between
the particle and the aqueous phase. .

From Eqs. (80), (86) and (89) one obtains:

V N113V213 ½
= I ½ (._2_ +

2k'
(90)

tp d

where k is a constant given by:

k = kf{3(41r/3)2"3 DwDp}/kpM(aDp+Dw)
(91)
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where k is the propagation constant for the radical formed by the transfer
reactioff
The rate of reaction in mol monomer reacted per unit volume of water is
accordingly:

k [MJ •½ v N113 V 2/3 ½
-dN/dt = k EM Nfl/N = (—s-- - . ,

P (92)
p p A NA 2k 2kd

. tp
Eq. (92) has been found to describe the emulsion polymerization of VC over a
wide range of initiator and emulsifier concentrations.

Friis and Hamielec applied Eq. (92) for the discussion of experimental
results obtained with both VC and vinyl acetate (VAc) . They pointed out (66)
that at the same conversion there seemed to be a discrepancy in the value of
ká obtained for VC and VAc. The value of k was 120 times higher for VC than
for VAc. If we accept that kis equal to 1 for both vinyl chloride and
vinyl acetate, we should from Eq. (80) expect a value of 6 for the ratio of
k between VC and VAc. In this calculation we accepted a value of "a" in•
Eq.(80) of 35 for VC and 28 for VAc as estimated by Nomura and Harada (62,65)
on the assumption that in both cases one had to deal with a monomer radical,
that is a monomer molecule from which is abstracted a H' or Cl radical.
The new evidence pointing to that the chain transfer reaction in the case of
Vc leads to a Cl' radical obviouslywill imply that the value of "a" in Eq.
(80) should have a much lower value for Vç, which in turn will lead to a
higher rate of desorption. Thus it seems that the results from emulsion
polymerization may support the suggestion that the "chain transfer" reaction
in the case of VC leads to formation of Cl• radicals. It should be pointed
out that the propagation constant for the Cl' radical may have a lower value
than that of the growing chain. Also, this would tend to increase the value
of kà for vinyl chloride.

A general problem in the discussion of the kinetics of emulsion polymerizatia-i
with water soluble initiators like persulphate is that the radicals origi—
nating from the initiator are charged and therefore will be expected to have
to add a certain number of monomer units before they are absorbed by the
already formed polymer particles, due to an unfavourable equilibrium distri-
bution for small charged radicals between particles and aqueous phase. This
point was discussed in the chapter on particle formation.
A reduced rate of capture of radicals by the particles will generally tend to
increase the chance of radical termination in the aqueous phase.
The situation is, however, more complex in cases where one has chain transfer
processes with formation of small uncharged radicals. In principle one would
then have to take into account two different steady state equations, one for
the charged radicals originating from the initiator (denoted Ri), and one for
those originating from the chain transfer reaction (Rf). Note that Ri and Rf
here include all radicals stemming from the initiator and the chain transfer
reaction respectively, also those that have added some monomer. The two
steady state equations for the reactions in the aqueous phase are as follows:

dERiJ/dt = Pi ai[Riw_2ktw[RiwtwiDjiJwEfJw = 0 (93)

dERf/dt = nkdNn-kaf[Rfw_2ktwfERfJ2_ktwirRi]w[Rjw = 0 (94)

where kai and kaf are the two different absorption constants.
It is expected that the value of ka will increase with increasing chain
length (j) and likewise that unchared radicals aremore readily captured
than charged radicals of the same chain length, so that kafj > kail.
To make it complete, the possibility that the termination c6nstant may differ
is also included, although this point is probably not essential for the
difference in the net rate of absorption of the two types of radicals.

In the discussion below we will first consider the original treatment by
Ugelstad and Hansen (61), namely the case that one does not distinguish
between various types of radicals. Then is discussed in more detail a
recent and probably much more correct treatment first presented by Ugelstad
et al. (67), where the difference in capture of the two types of radicals is
taken into account.
By not distinguishing between the radicals we get:
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d[R/dt = P.+EflkdN-krR:-2ktRJ2 = 0 (95)

The rate of adsorption, A' is given by:

= ka[Rw (96)

O'Toole's solution (68) of Smith-Ewart's (69) recursion formulae gives n as
a function of a =

PaVp/N2ktp
and in = kdVp/Nktp.

Ugelstad and MØrk (64) combined these expressions with the equation

= + nkN -
2ktw[RJw2 (97)

and obtained a solution for as a function of the independent variables

a' =
PiVp/N2ktpl

in =
kdVp/Nktp

and Y = 2N2ktpktw/(k V) (98)

A comprehensive discussion of the contribution of aqueous phase termination
as a function of a', m and Y, and the effect of these variables on ii, the
average number of radicals per particle, has recently been published (61).
In the case that << 0.5 the value of is given by:

- Pk(Nkt +V kd) fl½ —½
n =

I 2 2 2
= [a' (l+l/m)/(2+Yin(l+m))j (99)

N (kkdkt+kdkt(Nktp+Vpkd)U

Note that in the case that << 0.5, the order of with respect to a' and
thereby p will always be 0.5 independent of the value of m and Y.
In this case the condition for neglecting the aqueous phase termination is
Ym(l+m) << 2, i.e.

ktwkd(l+kdVp/Nktp) << k/N (100)

and Eq. (99) reduces to

V ½

= { (a'/2) (1+1/in) }½ = p½ (E +
tp d

which is identical to Eq. (86). The excellent correlation of Eq. (86) with
experimental results seems to justify the neglection of aqueous phase
termination.

A more general expression for the case that water phase termination is
neglected, which is valid for n < 0.5, was also derived (61):

= (a'/2) (½-l/m)+{(a'/2) (l+l/m)+(at/2(½+l/m))2}½ (101)

In some recent papers it has been found that under certain conditions and
with some monomers, one may have a reduced rate of absorption of radicals
into the particles. This may result from some sort of hindered absorption
caused by special emulsifier systems. Such effects have been discussed for
the case of VAc by Napper and coworkers (70-73) and for VC by Ugelstad et al.
(63) in seed polymerizations. One point should be made clear before the
discussion of the effect of a possible reduced rate of capture of radicals
by the particles. Napper and coworkers as'sume that in any case the maximum
rate of capture is given by:

A(max) = so that A (102)
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Consequently they do not take into consideration any reabsorption of radicals
which have desorbed from the particles. They do not give any reason for this
surprising assumption. Accordingly, they look upon A as an independent
parameter .
Contrary to this Uge1sta et al. apply the expression:

A i EnkdNn _ 2kt[RJ2 (103)

This involves that p may be larger or smaller than depending upon the
rate of termination in the aqueous phase and the rate of desorption of
radicals from the particles, the latter also being dependent upon the rate
of termination in the particles. Therefore A is not generally an
independent variable.

As pointed out by Ugeistad et al. (61,67) there is one special case where
is an independent variable, namely in the case that the termination in the
aqueous phase is the dominating one. In this case one gets:

A k[R]w = ka(pi/2ktw)½ .
(104)

Note again that in this first treatment we do not distinguish between the two
types of radicals. -
As long as this condition is fulfilled, the treatment of O'Toole giving n as
a function of ci. and in gives a complete description of the system at any value
of n, giving as a function of the independent variables:

Ct = PjVp/N2kp = i'2ktw) ½v,N2k and m = kdVp/Nktp (105)

As is always the case when << 0.5 and no distinction is made between
various types of radicals, the order of with respect to p1 is also in this
case equal to 0.5. (As ñ increases above 0.5, the order will approach 0.25.
This value is reached at lower values of p the lower the value of m.)
With << 0.5 and the water phase termination dominating, would be given
by:

= i'tw ka/kd (106)

As discussed previously (61), this would seem to imply that the rate of
polymerization is independent of N. Therefore Eq. (106), which is the other
extreme case derived from the general equation (99), is as distinct from Eq.
(86) not at all in accordance with experimental results. It is clear that
situations where termination in the aqueous phase is dominating will be more
likely to be observed the lower the value of ka and the higher the value of
m. Also, an increase in will tend to increase the importance of aqueous
phase termination.

Quite recently Ugelstad et al. (67) pointed out that the above treatment,
where the two types of radicals, the charged and uncharged, are considered
equal with respect to their chance of absorption, is unlikely to be true.
Ugelstad also suggested a kinetic model where the difference in the type of
radical was taken into account.One may assume that uncharged radicals will
travel forth and back between the particles with a certain chance of being
terminated, but that they will not at all terminate in the aqueous phase.
This is quite likely to be true as the uncharged radicals stemming from the
chain transfer reaction will be much more likely to be absorbed in the
particles without having to add monomer in the aqueous phase. VC may be an
exceptional case because the radical formed by the chain transfer process may
possibly bea Cl radical with a relatively high water solubility. Also in
this case, however, addition of only one monomer unit will suffice to make
the particle a much more favourable residence for the radical. The charged
radicals originating from the initiator will be hindered in being absorbed by
the particles until they have grown to a certain chain length in the aqueous
phase. They may therefore to a certain degree terminate in the aqueous phase
but do so only by reaction with themselves.
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Restricting ourselves to systems consisting of particles with zero, one and
two radicals, we have the steady state situations:

dN1/dt Ai N0/N - 2kdN/N ÷ 4kdN2No/N = 0 (107)

dN2/dt = Ai N1/N ÷ kdN/N _2kdN2No/N -2(kt/v)N2 = 0 (108)

where Ai is the rate of absorption of radicals originating from the initiator
The second term on the right side of Eq. (107) states that if a radical which
desorbs from a particle with one radical is reabsorbed in another particle
with one radical, 2 N1 particles are lost. When the radical is reabsorbed
in a N0 particle, the number of N1 particles is unchanged. The third term
states that if a radical is desorbed from a N2 particle and is reabsorbed in
a N0 particle, 2 Nl particles are formed. The rate of the process is 2kdN2,
therefore the factor 4. If the radical desorbed from a N2 particle is
reabsorbed into a N1 particle there is obviously no change in the number of
N1 particles. The second term on the right side of Eq. (108) says that a N2
particle is formed if the radical desorbed from a N1 particle is reabsorbed
in a N1 particle. The third term states that N2 particles are only lost
when the radical desorbed from a N2 particle is reabsorbed in a N0 particle.
By reabsorption in a N1 particle there is no change in the number of N2
particles. Setting: N = N0—N1-N2 we obtain:

dN1/dt Ai (l-2N1/N-N2/N) _2kdN/N+4kdN24kdNlN2/N_4kdN/N = 0 (109)

dN2/dt = PANl/N+kdN/N2kdN2+2kdNlN2/N+2kdN/N_2(kt/v)N2 = 0 (110)

If we look at the case of << 0,5 which involves that N0 >> N1 >> N2, Eqs.
(109) and (110) may be simplified and it is easily derived that

N1/N = Pj (__E_ + —)½ (111)

Applying a steady state for radicals R in the aqueous phase we have:

dTR./dt = PiaiDiJw - 2k = 0 (112)

giving

2p.
[R. = 2 ½ (113)

(BPiktwicai) ai
As Ai = kaiERi:w we obtain from Eqs. (111) and (113) when i << 0,5:

2p. V
= .k (— )½ (__a_ + (114)N ai (8Piktwi+k2i)½+ki 2kt 2kd

Eq. (114) may be looked upon as a general equation for the case that i << 0,5
provided the above assumption regarding absorption of the two types of
radicals is accepte. The following special case may occur:
If k << (8p.k )21 twi

= k (p/2kt1)"4 + _)½ (115)

which represents the lower limit with a strong reduction in the rate of
capture of R. radicals. The order with respect to initiator is in this case
0.25.

1

If k .>> (8p.k .) 2:ai itwi

=
ci½ (Z.
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which is identical to Eq. (86) . The above treatment may be looked upon as•
an alternative and more general method for deriving at low values of the
same .
A reduction in the rate of capture of R radicals to the extent that termi-
nation of these radicals in the aqueous phase become noticeable would lead
to an order with respect to cj lower than 0.5. The good correlation of Eq.
(86) with experimental data therefore seems to bring strong support for the
mechanism previously outlined. With "ordinary" emulsion systems that do not
form a surface layer which reduces kconsiderab1y, even charged radicals
will be almost completely captured by the particles.
The rate of capture of radicals in the particles has been outlined in the
chapter on particle formation. The method involves formulation of steady
state equations for the aqueous phase concentration of every type of radical,
taking into account formation by addition of monomer to a radical one unit
smaller, disappearance of the radical by addition of a monomer unit, the
rate of capture of the radical and the rate of termination. In the present
discussion it is assumed that only radicals originating from the initiator
may have a chance of terminating in the aqueous phase.

d[RiJw/dt = j = 0 (116)

dERjl /dt = k1 ERw[MJ wpt-Riw[MJ wtw LRjJ wal EJ wN
= 0 (117)

d ERJ /dt = k[RJ EM] wkp [R w [M wtw [Rd]wER1 waj ERJ N = 0 (118)

where R1 denotes the primary radicals formed by decomposition of the initi-
ator, and R is the radicals of chain length j. RJ,J is the total concen-
tration of radicals in the aqueous phase.
By successively expressing ERj] by [R..jj one obtains:

ERjJw = 'j-l ERiw ka•
(119)

ill-i-k +
j=l tw

k[M] kp[MJw

where R is the radical produced from the initiator after addition of j
monomer units. A is defined by Eq. (73). No distinction between N0 and N1.
The total rate of absorption would be given by:

rate of absorption =
Ekaj[RjJN (120)

It is obvious that it is very difficult even to estimate the total rate of
absorption relative to the rate of radical production from Eqs. (119) and
(120)
Several attempts have been made to simplify the expressions. One method is
to state that all radicals below a critical chain length will not be absorbed
at all (96). Radicals with a critical chain length cr will spontaneously
be absorbed. Assuming for sake of simplicity that k1 and ktwl is equal to
ktw this assumption would lead to:

pirate of absorption = -• (121)
(1+ (ktwtR]w/kpEM:

Jcr

which means that the fraction of radicals formed that will become absorbed
is given by

1
(122)

(l+ktwrR:w/kp EMJ
cr

where ER]w is the concentration of radicals that will not become absorbed but
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will terminate in the aqueous phase.
It will be obvious from Eq. (122) that the highest ratio would be encountered
in the case that one had a low ratio ktw/knEMJw and moreover had a low value
of icr' Also we will expect that the ratib would be higher the lower the
rate of production of radicals, which would mean a lower value of [RJW.
One may estimate that inthe case of VC with a relatively high value of k rMJw
there will usually be a relatively small degree of termination in the
aqueous phase in case one does not have any specific hindrance of absorption
at the surface of the particles.
It will appear, however, from the abOve discussion that one should bear in
mind that a high initiator concentration will increase the chance of termi-
nation in the aqueous phase. If one want to prevent the formation of the
small molecules resulting from termination in the aqueous phase, it might be
preferable to use initiators which even if they are water solublegive
radicals which are not charged or, if they are charged, in themselves are
of a nature (so large) that they will be absorbed as such or after addition
of a small number of monomer molecules.

3 •3 • Seed polymerization
Seed processes are very often applied in PVC latex production, especially
when preparing relatively large particles. Also it has proved a useful tool
in the study of the kinetics and mechanism of the polymerization. This has
not been restricted to VC emulsion polymerization but applies to emulsion
polymerization in general. Problems which are studied by seeded polymeri-
zations include attempts to study the effective rate of absorption of
radicals into the particles, the effect of specific emulsifier systems on
the absorption rate and studies of competitive growth of seed particles of
different size.
Attempts on measurement of the rate of absorption of radicals into the
particles have been connected with investigations on the approach to the
steady state value of 11.
It is in itself obvious that in seeded polymerizations, the time needed to
establish a steady state value of may be increased almost at will by
applying a large number of seed particles and/or a sufficiently low concen-
tration of initiator. It is important to note that this form of non steady
state is a different problem from that discussed by Gardon (74,75) which
involved the possibility that one during an ordinary polymerization possibly
would not be able to establish the steady state value of corresponding to
the steadily growing value of the particle volume.
Also, in the non steady state treatment of seed polymerization one might
preferably distinguish between two different models, one with no distinction
between the radicals and one where Rij radicals and Rf radicals are treated
separately and where Ru radicals are subject to hindered absorption.

As discussed by Ugelstad and Hansen (61) one may in the first case express
N1 and N2 as a function of time and the parameters Pa kd and k at low
values of < 0.5 from the non steady state equations: tp

dN1/dt = PA N1)/N
- A N1/N - kdNl (123)

dN2/dt = PANl/N 2kdN2 - 2(kt/v)N2 (124)

which gives:

N1 = EPA1(kd2PA/N)J {l-exp[-(kd+2pA/N)t] } (125)

N2 K1(K2+K3) (126)

where K1 = tDA1&" d2A (2kd+2ktP/v)1
K2 = 1- [2kd+2ktP/v) / (kd+2kP/v-2PA/N)J exp (- (kd+2 PA/N) t)
K3 = E(kd+2PA/N) / (kd+2ktP/v-2PA/N)[exp (- (2kd+2ktP/v) t)

In case that Ni << N the term 2pAN1/N in Eq. (123) may be neglected. It
follows that the term 2PA/N will then disappear from Eqs. (125) and (126).
It will appear that the establishment of the steady state values of N1 and
N2 will be faster the higher the value of kd. As pointed out by Ugeistad and
Hansen the above equations are only unanibigously applicable in the case that
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PA 3S an independent variable. This will as stated earlier be the case if
the termination in the aqueous phase is dominating, in which case A = ka
(p/2ktw)½. As discussed above, in the case of VC such a situation is only
lively to be observed in cases with special hindranceof radical absorption
by the surface layer. It should. be pointed out that the above treatment
differs from the treatment of Napper and coworkers on seed polymerization
of VAc with hindered absorption. They do a priori accept that A is an
independent variable and also assume that radicals which are desorbed from
a particle do not under any circumstances reenter the particles. As stated
in previous papers it is the opinion of the present authors that the treat-
ment of Napper is not a general treatment of a case with radical desorpion
but a mathematical model for a case where' kd represents a first order loss
of radicals from the system.

One may also apply a non steady state treatment for the other extreme case of
hindered absorption discussed above, namely that th charged radicals Ri,
originating from the initiator, may be noticeably hindered in the absorption
and may partly terminate in the aqueous phase, but then only with themselves,
while radicals stemming from the chain transfer reaction travel forth and
back between the particles without termination in the aquous phase. In this
case we would have to consider the non steady state form of Eqs. (109) and
(110). Simplifying these equations by assuming N0 >> N1 >> N we have:

dN1/dt = M. -
2kdNl2/N + 4kdN2 (127)

dN2/dt = pAiNl/N + kdN/N - 2kdN2
- 2(k/v)N2 (128)

which can be integrated numerically.

In case one operates under conditions where the termination in the particles
may be considered to take place spontaneously, Eq. (127) reduces to:

dN1/dt = Ai -
2kdN/N (129

which gives:

- N1 , exp{(8pA.kd/N)½t}_ln = — = (pA./2d)2 — - (130)
exp{ (8PAikd/N) t}+1

The value of is generally given by:

2k .p.ai 1=
2 ½

(131)

(8Pkqj+ kai ) + kai

Also in this case the system is unarnbigueously determined at a given value of
kai as Aj is given by the independent variable P' the rate of radical -
production. It will appear from Eq. (130) that the steady state value of n
should be established faster the higher the value of kd, and it will appear
that we in the case of vinyl acetate and vinyl chloride would expect a very
rapid establishment of the steady state value of under ordinary conditions.
The reduced rate observed with special types of emulsifiers (70-73) is most
likely due to a decrease in the value of Ai• However, it should be pointed
out that a reduced rate with a special emulsifier system does not in itself
imply non steady state conditions. A lowering of the value of ka for the
first case or ka for the second case may lead to a drop in the steady state
value of even if this value is rapidly established.

It will be seen from Eqs. (130) and (131) that at conditions of strongly
hindered radical absorption, so that Ai = (pi/2ktwi)½, the steady state
value of = N1/N is given by:

= i/2ktwi)42d (132)

i.e. a 0.25 order with respect to p.

A very much applied method in latex production make use of seeds of different
sizes. In this case one has a competitive growth, a problem which was first
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. studied for styrene (76) . A comprehensive theoretical study of competitive
seed polymerization for the case of VC has been given by Ugelstad et al. (63).
Denoting the two different particle sizes "a" and "b", we may write for the
ratio of the differential volume growth (76):

dVa dX
:; = (ç) . (133)

where da and db are the diameters of the particles. Also the ratio of
differential growth in the two particles is simply given by the ratio of the
mean number of radicals and monomer concentration in the particles.

dva [Mn— = (134)
vb EMbb

In the case of vinyl chloride the monomer concentration is independent of
particle size and Eqs. (133) and (134) give:

"bx = log( a
(135)'b

The special situation with VC is of course that isdependent not only upon
pi and kt0/v, but also upon the rate of desorption. The reader is referred
to the orlginal literature for the rather complicated evaluation of this
system. It turns out that the value of X for VC experimentally lies between
2 and 3 as is expected from a mechanism involving desorption and reabsorption
of radicals. Also it was found that the value of X decreased with increasing
initiator concentration as expected from the theoretical calculation. It is
interesting to note that in the case of PVC it was found that addition of a
given number of large particles to a seed with very small particles lead to
a decrease in the rate of polymerization. Calculations show that this is what
would be expected in cases where the radicals desorb from the particles, and
what is important in relation to the discussion above, are again reabsorbed
in the particles.
Desorption and reabsorption of radicals in the particles are also clearly
shown in a recent patent (77) where one starts out with seed particles
containing a completely water insoluble organic initiator and then add another
seed containing no initiator. When monomer is added and polymerization
carried out, it turns out that not only do the seed particles with initiator
grow, but also the seed particles without initiator grow considerably during
the run. This of course strongly supports the assumption that the desorbed
radicals are again reabsorbed.

4. EMULSION POLYMERIZATION WITH INITIATION IN MONOMER DROPLETS.
THERMODYNAMIC TREATMENT OF FORMATION AND STABILITY

Latexes with relatively large particles may be obtained by initiation in
monomer droplets. A common method to achieve this is the so -called micro
suspension method where one homogenize the monomer with water and emulsifier,
using an oil soluble initiator. Other methods where one do not at all
homogenize the monomer but prepare fine dispersions of the monomer by other
means have been described in a series of papers by Ugelstad et al. The micro
suspension method as well as the other methods have certain thermodynamic
principles in common. These principles, which concern mixtures of monomer,
low molecular weight water insoluble compounds and polymer and transport
between phases have been treated in several papers by the present authors
(67,78-80). A review of these papers have recently been published (81).

In the authors' opinion these principles are of great and general interest
in the field of VC polymerization in emulsion, micro suspension and suspension
polymerization. Therefore a relatively detailed description of these
principles are given below.
Cons-ider a system of three compounds "1", "2" and "3" which exist in a phase
x consisting of emulsion droplets of radius rx. If one chooses pure "1" in.. a
bulk state as the reference state one has for the partial molar free energy
of mixing for compound 1 = LGix =

(SLGx/SNl)TpN
= LG+ 2VlMy/rX where

refers to a phase x with rx = co (plane surace).

PAAC53:2-C
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1x RT(1n1+(1—j1/j2)42+(1—j1/j3)

+ + 2jY/rRT) (136)

where c are volume fractions, i11 i and j3 the number of segments in the thr
components, X12 and X13 are interaction energy per mol of "1" with compound 2
and 3 respectively, X23 the interaction energy per mol of 2 with compound 3,
ViM the partial molar volume of "1" and y the interfacial energy. Note that
Jl/J7 are equal to the ratios of molar volumes, j1/j2 = V1M/V2M, j1/j=V1/V3
Eq. l36) may be apilied in calculation of transport of "1" between phases an
of possible semi equilibrium distribution between phases in various cases of
interest In emulsions and suspensions. T1e driving free energy for transport
of compound 1 from phase b to phase a is AGlbL\Gla With equal composition of
the phases one will initially have:

lbGla = [2lMy(_ _ )] (137)

As a first case one may look upon a bidisperse system of droplets of pure "1"
with droplet radii ra and rh, rb < ra. In this case the composition of the
droplets will not change with time. If the solubility of "1" in the continu-
ous phase, say water is low and one may set the activity in water proportional
to concentration, one obtains from Eq. (136) the Kelvin equation C1, = C1 x
exp(2V1MY/rXRT) where C1and C are concentrations of "1" in water in
equilibrium with pure 1 inbul] (plan,e.'surface) and in droplets of radius r
respectively.

Higuchi and Misra (82) discussed the kinetics of transport of "1" from b to a
for such systems. The rate was expressed by the change in the radius of
droplets b with. time and was derived to be:

DC1 K N (r -rb)
-drb/dt = 2

a a
(138)

dlrb Nr+Nbrb

where K = 2YV1M/RT, d1 is the density of "1", D is the diffusion constant of
"1" in the continuous phase and Na and Nb are the number of droplets with
radius a and b respectively. It will appear that the rate of degradation is
directly proportional to the solubility of "1" in the aqueous phase. The
rate of change in the radius of the small droplets expressed as drb/rb is
inversely proportional to the cube of rb when ra >> rb.

Hallworth et al. (83) and Davies et al. (84) compared the stability of
emulsions of a number of different compounds and found that the stability
increased with decreasing water solubility in accordance with Eq. (138).
The system would kinetically be "completely" stable in case "1" was
"completely" insoluble in water. Note that we in the present discussion of
stability of emulsions assume that the droplets are stabilized towards
degradation by flocculation and coalescence.

Vinyl chloride has a solubility in water of about 6 g per dm3. From Eq. (138)
it is easily calculated that a heterodisperse emulsion of vinyl chloride with
droplets in the micron and submicron range. will rapidly degrade by diffusion.

Higuchi and Misra also suggested that addition of even small quantities of a
highly water insoluble compound to a slightly water soluble compound before
the preparation of the aqueous emulsion of the mixture would result in a
stabilization of the emulsion, as the rate of degradation will be determined
by the, diffusion rate of the compound with the lowest water solubility. This
prediction has been verified experimentally by Hallworth et al. (83), Davies
et al. (84) and Azad et al. (85). A thermodynamic treatment of this
stabilizing effect was first given by Ugelstad et al. (67, 79).

Consider an aqueous emulsion made up by emulsification of a mixture of "1"
and "2" forming droplets of radii rb and ra where rb < ra. Obviously, as
the composition of all droplets is the same, the presence of "2" will not
initially cang_the driving free energy for transport of "1" from b to a
droplets, AGlbGia which at start will be given by Eq. (137). If the
solubility of "2" is comparable to that of "1", one would not experience any
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stabilizing effect. If compound "2" has a very low solubility in water, much
lower than "1", so that one in the time scale of the experiment may neglect
any transport of "2", the transport of "1" from b to a droplets caused by the
term 2V1MY(l/rb _ l/ra) .in Eq. (139) below will create a counteracting
concentration potential as 2b increases and 2a decreases. One will soon
reach a semi equilibrium state where Glb = ''la From Eq. (136) the semi
equilibrium state is determined by:

ln(q1/1)+(lj1/j2) = 0 (139)

where q, r and y are the volume fractions, radii and interfacial tension at
equilibrium. Knowing the values of the droplet radii at start, one may from
Eq. (139) combined with a material balance calculate the changes taking place
in the system until the semi equilibrium state is established. Such ca1cu-
lations verify the experimental results, namely that even small amounts of
"2" will lead to that the amount of tllt which will be transported from b to a
will be very small.

Two points should be kept in mind when applying Eq. (139) . First of all that
it represents a semi equilibrium state. The emulsion is in principle thermo-
dynamically unstable. When compound 2 is absolutely insoluble in the
continuous phase, the emulsion will be completely kinetically stable after
the semi equilibrium state is established. Again it should be stressed that
we do not take into account any other processes that may lead to destruction
of the emulsion. Even with relatively water insoluble compounds 2 the
emulsion will in the course of time degrade by diffusion with a rate which is
determined by the diffusion of "2". The necessity of having a highly water
insoluble compound 2 for stabilization of vinyl chloride emulsions is an
important factor when considering micro suspension polymerization. It is a
well known experimental observation that micro suspension processes do not
work satisfactorily with relatively water soluble initiators like azo-iso-
butyronitrile and benzoyl peroxide while for instance the, highly water in-
soluble initiator lauroyl peroxide gives good results. The latter functions
both as an initiator and as a water insoluble stabilizer while the other
initiators mentioned are to water soluble to have any stabilizing effect.

The secOnd necessary property for a compound 2 to be an effective stabilizer
is that it has a relatively low molecular weight. This point is perhaps not
so easily visualized from Eq. (139). It is an experimental fact that with a
low molecular weight, water insoluble compound 2 like hexadecane, one can
prepare stable emulsions of low molecular weight compounds in the micron and
submicron range containing 100-500 times more of compound 1 than of "2".
This means that the compound 2 due to its low molecular weight behaves quite
different from a polymer which, when present as micron sized particles in
water, is only capable of absorbing 1-5 times its own volume of low molecular
weight compounds. This observation has lead to the methods of preparation of
emulsions by diffusion and subsequent polymerization by initiation in monomer
droplets which is described below.

4.1. Polymerization of monomer emulsions formed by the diffusion process.
If one starts out with an emulsion of pure "2", which is water insoluble, and
add to this emulsion a slightly water soluble compound, "1", the latter will
diffuse through the water phase and become absorbed, in the droplets of "2".
The semi equilibrium state between the phases that one has to consider in
this case is the one between a phase of droplets containing "2" and "1", and
that of the reference state, pure "1" in the bulk state. In accordance with
Eq. (136) the equilibrium will be described by (78,81):

1n41 + (l—j1/j2)2 + Xl2 + 21y/rRT = 0 (140)

where the terms on the 'left side represent values for the droplets at
equilibrium swelling.

Fig 2 gives the results of calculations based upon Eq. (140) for swelling of
droplets of pure "2" with "1". The total volume of "1", V11 absorbed per
unit volume of "2", V2, is plotted as a function of 'y/r0 wIiere

r0 = r(V2/V1+V2)"3 is the initial radius of the droplets of "2".
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Fig. 2. Swelling capacity as a function of y/r0for various values
of J2 2M/VlM as calculated from Eq. (140) . r0 is the initial
radius of the droplets of compound 2, y = interfacial tension,
x = 0.5, lM lO' m3, T = 323 K.

For the sake of simplicity, ii set equal to unity so that j2 = V2M/V1M.
The arbitratily chosen values for xl2' and T are given in the figure.
It will appear that Eq. (140) predicts that the swelling capacity of a
compound 2 with say j2 = 5 will be enormojisly much higher than that of a
polymer particle with the same value of y/r0, and that the ratio of swelling
increases with decreasing values of j2 and of y/r. The influence of the
value of xl2 on the swelling becomes smaller the lower the value of y/r0 and
the lower the value of J2. When 2 is equal to 5, there is no difference in
swelling with Xl2 = 0.5 and 1.0 before the value of y/r0 increases beyond
l0 Nm2.

In applying this method to practical processes, one may use an oil soluble
initiator which may be added together with compound 2 in the first homogenizing
step. One may, however, also apply water soluble initiators.. The fact that
one produces large monomer droplets involves that a major part of the emulsi—
fier becomes absorbed on the droplets, leaving little emulsifier in the
aqueous phase to facilitate initiation there. All the emulsifier may be
added at once with little danger of formation of new particles. Also the
droplet size and size distribution may be varied considerably by variation
in the conditions of homogenization of compound 2 in the first step.

An interesting question arises when considering the processes taking place
inside the droplets of vinyl chloride as the polymerization proceeds.
Obviously one will inside the separate droplets have a situation similar to
that in suspension and bulk systems.
Separation of small microglobules swollen with monomer and a minor part of
compound 2 takes place inside the droplets. The liquid phase within the
droplet consists of monomer with a small amount of compound 2 and with negli-
gible amounts of polymer. Note that this situation is different from that
which has previously been discussed by the authors (78-81), namely the
swelling of polymer particles containing compound 2 with compound 1 with
formation of homogeneous particles of the three compounds "1", "2" and polyrrer
"3". The latter case represents a rather simple system as one has a phase of
pure "1" which also serves as reference state.
In the present case we start out with a homogeneous mixture of "1" and "2"
and obtain droplets consisting of two phases, both of which contain all three
components. An adequate thermodynamic discussion of this system would
require the use of equations for the partial free energy of mixing for both
compound 1 and compound 2. For each compound the reference state is the pure
compound in bulk (plane surface). One has for compound 1 at equilibrium
between the two phases:
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caea boçaanw beLarJbpce P6613 rraeq pfl-ccoL
jcopo çex a p.es .Ow UGM bLçrc6a uq wrip WOLS acgpe iu poçp
gcex jjd 2P apoa g zçp ji-pexqec2j anrbpce uq cec?r

oi.wgcroJ o uei bLccea pjçceq Tu çpe dneors2 Bpaet 6qTud ço
iu 2g OUG pa Tu qqcou ço çpe JLde bcTcre äoç g couq6Lp]e

p) cec2r gcopor - aoqrnLicec?j anbpce
g) G6c7T gcopo - aoqrnu irL7j anbpce

TCOPOT — guou' re GIJJnT2TtTGL WTXCflLG2
wouoiu ewn]arou iuqe p7 aboucgJj6ona ewn]2TTcgcTou çp
ETa 2 BAG jçex wqe pA Tn monowe qLobeca

IIJ LT 2 2JJOMJJ jcexea BLebLeq pA gccA gTcopor GUJITT2TtTGL açiua
opçTu6q MTJJ r4-pexqecA anjBpçe çpu MTJJ j-qoqec?j arrbJJgce
bi rrnrç aince o çpc giobça peçce LearJ]ça e rig-jA
qaoLBçTou O pra GILLflT2TtTGI.t iucx.egaiua cJJG 915J0111J4 Ot 6IJJ1TT2TTGL qaopeqgpo% çpe ccA copo pa g IJJLeq sttecc On çpe sttlcTeucA ot çp
A6LTT6 iLl 6XBGLTIUGIJça on bLsbgLgcTou o eiuiiaToua o çpe çABe geacrpeq
JjOIVI6A6L' ga 2JJOMJJ pA HTMOLçJJ uq GL6682 (83) uq ga Ta g1ao GgaTA
gccA copo r,-pexq€cAj- anBpce pa g IJJflCJJ TOMECWC 03 a\qiu3 H30'
6aB6CTflA prap nq pc ra riuBoçguç çpe qaoLbcrou ra uoç eecceq pA çpe
dceorra bpae H0MGA6T qaothçrou O çJJT2 GWJTT2TtTGL 01-I çpe qLob6ça T2 uoç
irccie reaa cpu cwra GUJfIT8TtTGL couceuçgçrou wA pe co]GLçeq in cpe
anbpce -qoqecA anbpgçe pa cpe prdpeaç CWG c d\qiii3 u3o uq
MJJTC MiTT pe rnactçeq pA coIubgLrua r,4-qoqecAj- aribpçe uq r,-pexqecAj-
peac one ru cpe tccA copo bLoceaa one Jga ço çe Tuco gccorsuc çio ccoa

Tn cpe gdrseona bpae in rsqana pc çAbe o GIIJuJT2TtT6J Ta çpe
pecnae o cpe Lae arnce pe pocrng acitTcTenc eiiJriaTrGi. ço bLeAenç
gce cpe bLeBgLgçrou o cpe UJ0UOIUGL eIuiIrarou pa g aAaçenc M6L6 cje qLoeçat
'1-ia MTçJJ cpe qrnaron wecpoq rç Ta gu eaaeuçr Boruç Tn çpe BLoceaa çpgç one
copo cpe eIurrarTcgçron ao trrncclona ga g 1cowbonnq
ot apoçe cpn reuacp cpu çpgç o cecAr copo uqcgçna çpgç çpe ccA
cprn renacpt ng çpe bLoceaa qoea uoç MOLC MTcp ccA copoa
ic ra eaaencg CJJ6 BLoceaa çpgç çpe ççA copo ia o g ceçgrn wrnnwiw
]eaqna cpra BLoceaa gLe açfl fJnexbneq
egna ço g aBonçneorra eIurrarrcgçron' ic aeeiua çpgç g Lrniupe o dneacrona
aeç g prap ccA jcopo concençLgçron in cpe oriçe AeL o çpe qLoeçt
wrcej-j-ea ço cpe ide qx.obeca o çpe oLdnTc coiithorrnq rnceLweqrce]-A Mr)]
rnAoj-Aea çpgç one in çpe corrae o cpe çnae o ççA copo poiu cpe
nAoAeq aowe jqnq o qciaon ot wonowe ynoçpe andäeaçeq wecpgnraw
cpon eçgj-' (ao) qaWraaeq aeAeLj- IuecpgnTawa cpe bLoceaa MJJTCP aooTToMTnd çpeae rTnea pa peen ariaaeaçeq pA naeacq nq ETccp (8a)
MJJTC rn çpe BLeacnç cae ao bAa cpe tore ga coujborrnq y wecpnraw
nq cpetepA pe arthBeq uoç oniA MTcp elurflameL pnç ao MTcP ccA copo
jpeae aMo]Ten wrcerJ-ea wA paop inaMo]-]-en wrcerrea pow çpe arrLLonnqrnda
grnaea ço cpe nerapponLrna wrcej-ea nq aMGfl cpeae ço g rwrçeq qedLee
qrnaron br.oceaa ia rnAoj-Aeq one wriaç rwdrne g wecpnraw MGL6 cpe wonowe
qLobeca ot iuonowe BLccrcJ-A cpe awe n poçp cgaea I cpeeoe g
tTrac açeb rn cpe wecpoq qeacLpeq pOAe cTTTt cpe aT6 o cpe

cer.cTnA wricp cpu cpe qLobec2 ot pexqecgne oweq n cpe

KTU6G2 uq uJecpurauJ ot ATUAJ cpJoLrq6 bo]u6L9iOu
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5. POLYMERIZATION AT SUB SATURATION PRESSURE

Polymerization at sub saturation pressures was used by Ugeistad et al. (58)
as a method of studying the gel effect in VC emulsion polymerization. After
a certain conversion, the VC pressure was dropped below the saturation
pressure and the polymerization continued, keeping the pressure constant by
supplying VC from a second vessel kept at a temperature below that of the
reaction vessel. The rate went through a maximum as the pressure decreased.
The increased rate was supposed to be due to a reduction in the value of kt
and possibly also in kd. Liegois (91) came to similar conclusions in his
study of kinetic models for emulsion polymerization of VC. He found that the
molecular weight decreased with decreasthg pressure. Allsopp (92) noted that
when suspension polymerization of VC was continued at sub saturation pressur,
the porosity of the material decreased and a more dense material was formed.

Sørvik et al. (93,94) made a comprehensive study of polymerization at sub
saturation pressures in aqueous dispersions. They applied PVC particles
prepared by suspension and emulsion polymerization as seed. Both monomer
soluble and water soluble initiators were used. The monomer soluble initiator
was added in the form of an aqueous dispersion stabilized with emulsifier.
It is interesting to note that all the initiator apparently was captured by
the seed, no new particles were formed and the reaction took place solely in
the seed particles, comprised its total structure and reduced the porosity.
At pressures near saturation, the rate and the molecular weight increased
with conversion.. As the pressure was further reduced the polymerization rate
decreased, the amount of low molecular weight polymer increased and consider—
able long chain branching occured. With emulsion PVC as seed, application of
oil soluble initiator led to crust formation. Water soluble initiator worked
much better in the latter case but they did not experience any maximum in
rate at reduced pressures.
In accordance with the theory of swelling outlined above, one might also
reduce the concentration of monomer in seed particles by addition of a water
insoluble compound 2 to the monomer. Compound 2, if highly water insoluble,
will not diffuse through the water phase to become absorbed by the particles
as the reaction proceeds, but will remain as a separate phase containing
monomer. The resulting decrease in the concentration of monomer in the
particles will be more pronounced the higher the concentration of compound 2.
Therefore one may with a given amount of monomer and compound 2 expect that
the degree of reduction in the concentration in the particles will increase
as the reaction proceeds, as long as one operates in Interval II.
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Fig. 6. Effect of hexadecane (HD) added to the monomer on the rate
of seeded emulsion polymerization of VC.
1K252081 = 2.7xl03 mole dm3 H2O.
Seed: 3.6xlO-6 part. dm H20.
A: Without HD. B: 20% HD.
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In Fig. 6 is shown an example of the effect of addition of "2", in this case
hexadecane, to the monomer in a seed polymerization. The predicted increase
in rate which, as explained above, is most probably ascribed to a decrease in
the concentration of monomer in the particles, is clearly observed.
The equilibrium swelling of the polymer particles will in this case be given
by: Eg. (143) as we here have an equilibrium between a phase of monomer 1 and
"2" and a phase of polymer 3 and "1".

LIST OS SYMBOLS

a particle radius
a - distribution coefficient for radicals between particles and water

a5
- specific surface area per molecule of emulsifier

A - Hamaker constant
A - weight ratio of monomer to polymer in particles

A total particle surface area
C concentration of electrolyte
C. - concentration of component 1 in the aqueous phase in equilibrium

with a plane surface of pure "1"
da diameter of "a" particles
db - diameter of "b" particles
dm — density of monomer

d - density of polymer
DL

- diffusion constant for radicals in the liquid phase

Dm
— effective diffusion constant for desorption of monomer radicals

D - diffusion constant for radicals in particles
Dw - diffusion constant for radicals in water
e_ - electron charge
LGix

- Partial molar free energy. of .mixing for component i in phase x

= (&G/5N)pTN 1G+ 2y/r
- partial molar fred energy of mixing of compound i in a phase x

lx where rx= co (plane surface)
H - distance between particles
I - total number of moles of initiator

[IlL
- concentration of initiator in the liquid phase

[ij
- concentration of initiator in thepolymer phase

j
- chain length

cr - critical chain length where precipitation of particles take place
cr — critical chain length where radical becomes irreversibly absorbed
jicr - critical chain length of a radical originating from the initiator
JMcr - the same for a radical originating from the chain transfer

reaction
- number of segments in component 1
- number of segments in component 2
- number of segments in component 3 (polymer)

ka - absorption constant for radicals.. Note that in some equations it
includes the particle number, in others not.

kaf
- absorption constant for radicals originating from chain transfer

kai
- absorption constant for radicals originating from initiator

kaijo
- absorption constant in an unactive particle for the radicals of

chain length j, originating from initiator

kaijl
- absorption constant in an active particle for radicals of chain

length j, originating from initiator

kai
- absorption constant for primary initiator radicals

k I — absorption constant for primary initiator radicals in an uncative
a 0

particle
k - absorption constant for primary initiator radicals in an activea

particle

kaM
- absorption constant in an unactive particle for the radical formed

by chain transfer
k Ml - absorption constant in an active particle for radical formed bya chain transfer
k M — absorption constant in an unactive particle for radicals of chain
a JO length j originating from the radical formed by chain transfer

kaMi
- absorption constant in an active particle for radical of chain

length j, originating from radical formed by chain transfer

ka rec
- absorption constant of single precipitated radicals in the

p liquid phase

kas
- absorption constant of radicals dissolved in the liquid phase

kd
- desorption constant
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- propagation
- propagation- propagation
- propagation- propagation
- propagation

termination
- termination
- termination
- termination

defined by Eq. (3)
defined by Eq. (4)
for the head to head addition
for primary initiator radicals
for the radical formed by chain transfer
in the licruid phase
in the polymer phase
in the aqueous phase
in the aqueous phase of radicals originating

- desorption constant = kd.V
desorption constant for moomer radicais

- experimental chain transfer constant
- rate constant for decomposition of initiator

constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant
constant

from chain transfer
— termination constant in the aqueous phase of radicals

from the initiator
- termination constant in the aqueous phase

radical with other radicals
- termination constant in the aqueous phase of

the chain transfer with other radicals
-

kdVp/Nktp— total number of moles of monomer
— number of moles of monomer in the liquid phase
- number of moles of monomer in the polymer phase
— concentration of monomer

originating

of a primary initiator

a radical formed by

kdc
din

kfk
p

kpH

kpM
ktL
ktp
ktw
ktwf

kt
kti
ktwM

in
M
ML
Mp
{M]

1°
[M]

[M]

NM0
Nn

pp

Q

ra
rb
rM
rp
rRJ

[R] L

[RJ Lprec
[R] LS

[RJ

[R
ERfJ

[Ri]w

[R. .ij w
[Ri] w

[RjJw

w

R
so

- initial concentration of monomer
- concentration of monomer in the liquid phase
- concentrationof monomer in the polymer phase
— concentration of monomer in the aqueous phase
- average number of radicals per particle
- total number of particles
- number of "a" droplets
— Avogadro's number
- number of "b" droplets
— number of micelles
- number of micelles at start
- number of particles containing n radicals
— number of moles of monomer converted to polymer in the liquid
phase

- number of moles of monomer converted to polymer in the polymer
phase

- parameter defined by Q = [Rj /[R]L
- radius of "a" droplets p
- radius of "b" droplets
— radius of micelles
- radius of polymer particles
— concentration of radicals

- concentration of radicals in the liquid phase
- concentration of single precipitated radicals in the liquid phase
— concentration of radicals dissolved in the liquid phase
— concentration of radicals in the polymer phase
- concentration of radicals in the aqueous phase

the aqueous phase concentration of radicals originating from chain
transfer reaction

- the aqueous phase concentration of radicals originating from the
initiator
the aqueous phase concentration of radicals of chain length j
originating from the initiator

- the aqueous phase concentration of primary initiator radicals

the aqueous phase concentration of radicals with chain length j

the aqueous phase concentration of the radical formed by the
chain transfer

- the aqueous phase concentration of the radjcals of chain length j
originating from the chain transfer reaction

- distance between particle centers
- initial amount of emulsifier present as micelles
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UL - fraction of polymer in the liquid phase
Up - fraction of polymer in the polymer phase
v — particle volume
v' - initial volume of primary particles

v - partial molar volume of monomer in the liquid phase

v — particle molar volume per monomer unit of reacted monomer in the
liquid phase

v — partial molar volume of monomer in the polymer phase

v — partial molar volume per monomer unit of reacted monomer in the
polymer phase

V0 — volume at start
V1 total volume of component 1
V2 - total volume of component 2

!lM
- partial molar volume of component 1

V2M - partial molar volume of component 2
- partial molar volume of component 3

VA - Van der Waal's energy of attraction
- volume of the liquid phase

Vp - volume of the polymer phase
VR - repulsive energy
VT - total interaction energy

1' -
2N2ktpktw/(k V)

z - charge of the electrolyte ions
z - order of particle number with respect to S
z - number of chioro methyl groups per monomer unit
0. -

PAVp/N2ktp
0.' PiVp/N2ktp

- interfacial tension
— efficency factor for absorption in a micelle relative to a

particle of the same size
- permittivity
- zeta potential

K - the Debye-Hückel constant

VL ratio of the partial molar volume of polymer and monomer in the
liquid phase

- ratio of the molar volume'of polymer and monomer in the polymer
phase

- total rate of absorption of radicals
PAi — rate of absorption of radicals originating from the initiator
Pi - rate of radical formation from initiator
PjL

- rate of radical formation in the liquid phase
PjP

- rate of radical formation in the polymer phase
Tc - critical conversion

4j — volume fraction of component j in phase x

— volume fraction of monomer .in the polymer phase
- volume fraction at the site of reaction in the liquid phase

mp - volume fraction of monomer in primary particles
- volume'fraction of polymer in the polymer phase

Xl2
- interaction energy per mole of compound 1 with compound 2

Xl3
- interaction energy per mole of compound I with compound 3

X23
- interaction energy per mol of compound 2 with compound 3
- surface potential
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